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Introduction

Home town? ..Sure you have one.

With rare exception, liter

ally every person has a town, where he or she grew up, that is
called home.

If, however, you were to go back to that town

again today, you might be surprised to see that things arenrt
as they used to be, and that place you called home is only part
of your memory.

When you sit down and think about it, you may realize how
little you actually know about that town you think of as home,
and what a small part you actually played in its history.

question you then ask yourself is why did it change?

m^.y town the way it is?
has?

The

Why is

What caused it to grow as big as it

Why is it structured the way it is?

the different types of people that it does?

Why does it contain
All of these are

questions which most people canft answer in regards to their
town, and factors which the local historian tries to determine.
This study involves the history of five of these towns,

all located in southern Michigan, and the factors behind their
beginnings, their growth, and in some cases their lack of growth
or even decline in their population, their people, and their

industrial, agricultural, and technological developments which
were found to affect their future.

The sources of reference

for this study are similar to those which can be found by almost
any local historian and virtually every town contains these
same factors for growth.

The major emphasis of this study is

upon the factors which affect the growth (or decline) of a popu
lation.

They include the town*s location, the rise of manufac

turing and industry, the improvement of transportation facili
ties, the opening of educational facilities, and individual
efforts of people who came to these towns and made something
out of them.

Possible factors which did have some effect upon

one or more of these towns but are not covered by this study

are the town*s location, internal improvements, natural disas

ters, and the location of governmental seats and offices.
The actual cities under analysis on the following pages

include Jackson, Marshall, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, and Niles,

Michigan.

The time period covered is roughly 1830, when settlers

started moving into these areas, to the turn of the century,

following the Gilded Age, after these areas had experienced
over 70 years of settlement.
tors.

They have in common several fac

First, they are all located in southern Michigan, and

have very similar climates as far as yearly temperatures and
precipitation.

Secondly, they all are located along the route

of the Michigan Central Railroad, and have experienced the same
benefits from the building of this transportation facility in

the l840fs.

Thirdly, because they are in the same region, they

were affected similarly by state and national government poli

cies and actions (i.e. survey of lands, civil war).

The impor

tant common denominator is that all of these cities were first

settled in about the same time period; Niles being the earliest,

with an influx of settlers from Indiana in 1829 Ci.e. Ephraim

and Obed Lacey, S.B. Walling, John Kenzie, etc.), and Battle
Creek being the latest, with her first settlers coming in

between 1830 and 1831 (i.e. Sands McCamley, Ezra Convis, etc.)

from the east.1

Because of this last factor, a comparative study

of these cities, in terms of their growth and structure, can

be made, and the question, of why some settlements grow into
large cities and others do not, can be answered.

One obvious problem one encounters when attempting to choose

and develop a project such as this is the scope of the overall

operation.

Many times an idea or aim of a paper may cover too

broad an area or topic for an author to fairly research and

produce in the limited span of time which he or she has, at
least to do a good job.

as this one.

Such was the case in an analysis such

Although originally intending to cover ten of

Michigan's cities, I was very wisely advised to limit that num
ber to five, which I fortunately did.

Now that I've completed

the work I can safely say that if I had the opportunity to do
it all again, I might even consider deleting that number even
more.

The reason for this is simply that the wealth of infor

mation which the Waldo Library and, more particularly, the Archives

and Regional History Collection at Western Michigan University
contain is practically unlimited concerning Michigan's counties

and cities; enough that individual volumns could be (and have
been) written on each of these towns.

Yet, for a better under

standing of how and why a city's growth and development can

be affected by outside factors, a comparative study such as
this, involving several different cities, can be more effective
in showing certain principles.

My only regret at this time is

that I wasn't able to cover other valuable factors, even if they
were of less importance to these communities.

Notes

Although, in the case of Battle Creek, the township wasn't

established until 1839* and the village incorporated until 1850,
much settlement took place prior to these dates and after 1830.

Chapter 1

Settlement In Lower Michigan l800 - 1830

In looking back upon settlement in Michigan prior to 1830,
it is wondered why Michigan didn't become populated sooner than

she did.

Why was 1830 the approximate year of the founding of

so many towns in southern Michigan?

Why not 1820?

other side of the scale, why not 1840?

Or, on the

If one were to look at

Michigan's neighboring states she would appear to be very slow
indeed in the development of these areas, as the years of state

hood for Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were 1803, 1816, and 1818
respectively.

Not until nineteen years had passed from this

last date would Michigan be ready for acceptance into the union,

her population not exceeding the required 60,000 until after

a special territorial census was taken in 1834.
Many factors can be attributed as to why Michigan was so

apparently slow, and why 1830 was the approximate year for set
tlement of these towns.

Prior to the War of 1812, Detroit was

Michigan's only major settlement, and, due to the garrison built
there, one of the few places where protection from the Indians
could be assurred.

Although no major uprisings of these Indians

had occurred since Pontiac's time, many Indian tribes still
existed in Michigan, most of which were still pro-British, as

can be shown by their involvement In the War of 1812.

As a

result, although many fur trading establishments were set up

in lower Michigan, few permanent settlements were founded as

yet.

Then too, even though the territory of Michigan was esta

blished under the Northwest Ordinance of ]787, it wasn't until

just prior to the l830's that all the treaties, ceding the land
in which these cities are located, were made with the Indians.

The Jackson area was part of the area given to the territory

in the Detroit Treaty (1807).

The areas of Marshall, Battle

Creek, and Kalamazoo were part of the Chicago Treaty (1821),
and the Niles area was part of the Carey Mission (1826) and
Second Chicago 0.833) Treaties.

Also, additional garrisons were

constructed in Fort Gratiot (l8l5) and Fort Brady (1822) to

help keep the Indians in check so that settlement could occur.

p

Another problem to settlement before the l830's was that
of land ownership.

Government surveys of the land didn't begin

until 1815, when the prime meridian and baseline were established,
and only through squatting upon the land could settlers actually
claim property.

Land offices were not open in western Michigan

until the establishment of one in Schoolcraft in 1831, so that
to purchase land in Jackson, Marshall, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo,
or Niles the closest office was the one In Detroit, opened in

1818.

By 1825, however, most of the southern third of the lower

peninsula had been surveyed, and was ready for sale.
Another problem Michigan faced with early settlement was

the bad publicity she had received back in the east.

Previous

to 1830 reports had come in that Michigan land was worthless.
The first repprts described the interior of the territory as

consisting of a plateau and vast stretches of morass.

A letter

from General Duncan MacArthur, who was stationed in Detroit,

to William Woodbridge of Connecticutt in l8l4 contained the
following:

I have no hesitation to say that it would be to the advan

tage of Government to remove every inhabitant of the Territory,
pay for the improvements and reduce them to ashes, leaving noth
ing but the garrison posts. From my observation, the Territory

appears to be not worth defending, and merely a den for Indians
and traitors.
The banks of the Ketroit River are handsome,
but nine-tenths of the land in the Territory is unfit for cul

tivation. 3
Woodbridge, at the time, was considering whether to accept an

appointment as secretary of the territory, and, fortunately for
Michigan, he did not take the advice of General MacArthur.
Another less-than-favorable report was that which was given

by Edwin TIffen, a surveyor of the southeastern portion of the

state (Black Swamp area), who, in 1815, branded Michigan as a
land of hardship.

He said that the surveyors in the country

had to suspend "operations until the country shall be sufficien
tly frozen as to bear man and beast - knowing the desire of the

government to have the lands surveyed as soon as practicable,
and my earnest importunities to urge the work forward - they
continued to work, suffering incredible hardships, until today
the men and beasts are literally worn down with extreme suffer

ings and fatigue."

This report was made to Congress after they

had appropriated 2,000,000 acres of land to Michigan soldiers
of the War of 1812.

Tiffen told Congress that he thought that

the land was not worth surveying and of little value to the sol

diers.

Consequently, Congress designated land in Illinois and

Missouri for the veterans.

Another problem Michigan faced with settlement was its loca

tion, and the natural geographic boundaries which prevented imme
diate accessibility.

The Great Lakes, particularly Lakes Ontario,

Erie, and Huron created a natural boundary to settlers travel
ling overland from the east, whereas the states of Ohio, Indiana,
and Illinois could be more easily reached.

The hazards of lake

navigation (which would later be beneficial to the state with

technically improved ships), particularly Lake Erie, discouraged
many settlers from using this mode of transportation, and it

wasn't until l8l8 that steamship service began on this particu
lar lake.

The use of steamships, however, coupled with the

completion of the Erie Canal in 1825, solved many of these trans
portation problems, and it is apparent that many settlers used
this improved route to the state, as the number of native New
Englanders, particularly New Yorkers, in these newly formed
southern Michigan towns were quite large.
Another transportation problem was a lack of roads leading
into the interior of the state.

Prior to the 1820's there were

little more than Indian trails leading out of Detroit to the
west.

Roads to Detroit were practically nonexistant, as the

military road built across the Black Swamp from Toledo had all

but disappeared by 1815, less than three years after it had been
laid out.

The horrors of the Black Swamp were widely publicized,

and discouraged many settlers from coming to the state.

During

the 1820's, however, work was begun upon two main roads to the

west; the Chicago Road, which ran from Detroit to Fort Dearborn

via the southernmost tier of counties and passed through Niles,
and the Territorial Road, which ran from Detroit to St. Joseph,
and passed through Jackson, Marshall, Battle Creek, and Kalama
zoo.

Neither of these roads were completed, though, until the

early l830's.
these

Also by 1835, stage lines would be running over

same roads.

Then too, why should people move to Michigan while there
was still much fertile

land in these other states?

Not until

the fertile lands of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois were beginning
to be used up would settlers really begin to venture into this

untamed wilderness to the north.
were beginning to fill up,

By the late l820's these states

and pioneers moving west in search

of better land, or to get away from civilization, made the effort
o

to come to Michigan, where land was plentiful and people few.
As it has been shown, Michigan was behind her southern
counterparts by several years in regard to settlement.

The

threat of Indians, the problems with land ownership, bad publi
city, natural barriers to migratory movements, transportation

problems, and the availibility of land in other states were all
factors which contributed to Michigan towns not being founded

and populated sooner.

Most of these problems were overcome

by the late 1820's, and people started coming to the state.
This explains why such towns as Kalamazoo, Jackson, Marshall,

Niles, and Battle Creek were settled in approximately 1830,

and not 1820 or 1840.

The United States was a growing country,
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and Michigan, as it will be shown by her population figures,
would experience part of this growth.

The decade following

1830 would be boom years for the territory which would achieve
statehood in 1837.

Notes

-'-The required 60,000 population was one of several prerequisites
for statehood, as per the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. See Dunbar,
Willis P., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State, 1965,
Eardman's Publishing, p. 302.

Also for territorial figures see

Census Of 1884, Michigan Dept. Of State, p. XXIX.

2Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State,
p. 44.
o

^Quoted by F. Clever Bald, Michigan In Four Centuries, p. 144.
Woodbridge would serve in this capacity, for the most part,
until Michigan achieved statehood.
He would later become one

of the state's first governors (1840-41) and serve several years
as a U.S. senator (1841-47). See Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan,
A History Of The Wolverine State, pp. 419-421.

^Excerpts from Tiffen Report To Congress, Durant, Samuel W.,
History Of Kalamazoo County, p. 153.

Only Michigan, in 1880, had more natives in the state than
New York.
See nativity chart, p. 11.
Also many of the local
prominent citizens in these cities moved here from New York,
as will be shown in later chapters.
7

Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State,

p. 245.
o

Dunbar, Willis F., Kalamazoo, And How It Grew....And Grew,

1969, School Of Graduate Studies, Western Michigan University,
p.

30.
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NATIVE POPULATION OF MICHIGAN IN 1880

(distributed according to State or Territory of their birth)*

1.
2.

Michigan
New York

803,306
229,657

25.
26.

California

397

Nebraska

3.

294

Ohio

77,053

27.

West Virginia

272

4.
5.
6.

Pennsylvania
Indiana
Vermont

36,064
18,216
12,588

28.
29.
30.

Louisiana

259

Mississippi

243

7.

Wisconsin

10,775

31.

8.

Illinois

9,699

32.

Texas
237
Alabama
231
District of Columbia . 215

9.

Massachusetts

9,591

33.

Georgia

213

New Jersey
Connecticutt
Maine

7,903
6,333
5,079

34.
3536.

South Carolina
New Mexico
Arkansas
Colorado
Utah

213
175
95
90
70

10.
11.
12.
13.

New Hampshire

3,300

37.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Virginia
Iowa
Kentucky
Maryland
Missouri
North Carolina

3,069
2,682
1,732
1,433
I,4l6
1,040

38.
39.
40.
4l.
42.
43.

20.
21.
22.
23.

Rhode Island
Kansas
Minnesota
Tennessee

974
892
859
764

44.
45.
46.
47.

24.

Delaware

642

48.

♦Figures

Washington

66

Florida

64

Dakota

56

Indian Territory .....

52

Oregon

44

Nevada

28

Wyoming

17

Montana

16

At

12

sea

Arizona

obtained from Census of Michigan, 18843 Michigan Dept.

Of State, p. XXXVIII.

3
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Chapter 2
Growth Of The

Cities

1830's
As the population figures on page 13 Indicate, settlers
soon moved into the newly formed towns, and, within the first

twenty years of settlement, each of these towns supported pop
ulations of over one thousand people.

The effects of the build

ing of the Erie Canal In 1825 are quite noticable in the state

figures, as the population grew from 8,765 in 1820 to 31,640
by 1830, a marked increase of 260.9%.

The presence of settlers

from the east were evident in these cities, as a large number

of New Yorkers and other New Englanders were to be found here.

Within the next four years, when a special territorial

census was taken, the population more than doubled again, rising

to 87,278, or a 175.8$ jump.

Michigan continued to experience

this boom, as by the year of her statehood, just three years

later, her population again doubled, rising to 174,543, or a
100.0$ growth change.

Michigan, from the period 1830 to 1840,

was the number one state in the nation in terms of population

growth.

Her overall increase for the period was the addition

of 180,627 people, almost a six fold Increase and a total per
centage change of 570.9$.
The cities themselves felt this influx of new settlers

to the state.

In Jacksonburgh (renamed Jackson in 1833), after

just one year of exlstance, over 100 new settlers had moved into
the area.

boom years.

Marshall, too, had many settlers come In during these

By 1836, her population numbered approximately

1820

1830

1834

1836

1837

Battle Creek
rank

1840

1845

1850

400*

Jackson
rank

1,064
(10)

120*

2,363
(4).

Kalamazoo

1854

1,373

i860

3,509
(11)
3,326

4,799
(5)

3,284

6,079

1,972
(5)

3,736
(9)

rank

Marshall
rank

300*

Niles

1,030

2,826

rank

State (Terr.)

(15)

8,765

31,640

87,278

174,543

212,267

397,654

All Cities

507,521

749,113

55,605

(incorporated)

Battle Creek

1864

1870

1874

1880

1884

7,063

10,051

3,856

5,838

5,323

rank

(12)

(11)

(14)

Jackson
rank

5,544
(6)

11,447
(3)

13,859
(4)

16,105

19,100

9,182

11,748

11,937

13,909

Kalamazoo
rank

Marshall
rank

Niles
rank

1890

1894

1900

1904

1910

15,522

18,563

22,213

25,267

(10)

17,853

22,615

25,180

25,300
(6)

21,051

24,404

29,782

(5)

(4)

(5)

4,192

4,925

4,623

(8)

(16)

(19)

3,095

4,629

4,592

(16)

(18)

(20)

(9)

3,795

4,079

4,599

4,370

4,361

4,197

4,606

4,508

4,287

4,641

39,437

OJ

1,853,658

State

803,661 1,184,282 1,334,031 1,636,937

All Cities

130,158

230,372

^indicate approximate figures

324,771

388,863 509,277

4,236

2,093,889 2,241,641 2,420,982 2,530,016
709,657

821,051

939,058 1,036,249
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300.

Figures for Battle Creek and Kalamazoo In 1837 also show

that much settlement had taken place here.

After her first seven

years, the village of Battle Creek contained approximately 400
people while Kalamazoo, with a much more rapid growth rate,
contained 1,373.

Figures for Niles during this period were not

avilible although it will be shown from her history that much

settlement did occur during the 30!s.

18'40's

During the l840rs Michigan was ranked 4th in the nation
for population growth and 23rd among all the states and terri

tories for total population.

From the period 1840 to 1850 her

population rose from 212,267 to 397,654, an increase of 87.3$.
For the cities themselves, Niles was shown to have over 1,000

citizens within her community.

By 1850, all of these villages

would have populations of over this number, showing considera
ble development within their boundaries.

1850*5
This decade marked another period of rapid growth for both
the state and the cities.

Although Michigan now was rated only

9th In the nation for growth, she now had moved up to the 20th

rank among all the states and territories for total population.
Her population almost doubled during this period, rising to

749,113 by i860, an increase of 351,459 in the ten year period,
or an average of over 96 new settlers (net) coming into the state
each day.

This rate was apparently higher during the latter

15

part of the decade, as during the six year period, from 1854
to i860, the Increase totalled 241,592, an average of 40,265
new settlers In the state per year during this time, and over

110 new people in the state each day.

The population of all

of the cities during this time included 55,605, or 10.95$ of
the entire population of Michigan, showing the state to be
fairly rural as of yet.

This growth is apparent in the cities as well.

During the

period 1850 to i860, the populations of these towns almost, if
not did double in size.*

Of all of these cities, Kalamazoo had

the largest growth during this period, as her population rose

from 3,284 to 6,079, an increase of 2,795 people, or an average
Influx of 5.33 new settlers in her community per week.

Niles

had the smallest growth rate over a fifteen year period from

1845 to i860, with only 1,796 new settlers coming into her set
tlement during this time, for an average of approximately 2.33
settelers per week during this time.
l860's

The period from i860 to 1870 shows still a continual rise

in Michigan*s population.

She was ranked l6th among the states

and territories for population, and by the end of the decade
would be ranked 13th.

The population grew considerably during

this period, particularly during the post Civil War period, from
1864 to 1870.

For the state figures, the total population rose

from 749,113 to 1,184,282, an Increase of 435,169, or 58.1$.
On an average, 43,517 new settlers came into the state per year,

*The exception is Niles, where there is no figure for 1850, yet

during the period 1845 - i860, she gained 116.21$

16

or over 119 per day.

This figure, however, was much smaller

during the first part of the decade and larger In the latter,
as during the last six years of the 50Ts, approximately 380,621

of these 435,169 came into Michigan, for an average rise of

63,436 persons per year, or slightly, over 173 people per day.
The cities themselves grew considerable during this period.

From the period i860 to 1864, Jackson lead the five cities,
with the addition of 745 people, or a 15.52$ increase, and yet
dropping in rank among all of Michigan's cities, from 5th to

6th (being surpassed by East Saginaw).

Niles showed the smallest

gain in population, gaining only 269 persons, from 2,826 to
3,095, and dropping from 15th to 16th among all the cities.
The increase over the latter part of the decade was even

more noticable.

Jackson1s growth rate was really astonishing,

as her population more than doubled, rising from 5,544 to 11,447,

an Increase of 106.47$!

This rapid growth moved this city from

6th to 3rd in the rankings, outnumbered by only Detroit and
Grand Rapids.

All five of the showed considerable growth during

this time period, as Battle Creek, Jackson, Niles, and Kalamazoo

rose over 50$ during the decade following i860, and even Mar
shall had close to a third more citizens in her town during
this decade.

The following table shows the percentage of growth

during the years 1850 to 1870.

i860
City

over 1850

1864
over i860

1870
over 1864

1870
over i860

1.

Jackson

103.0$

15.5$

106.5$

138.5$

2.
3.

Battle Creek
Niles

229.8$

9-9$
9.5$

51.4$
49.6$

66.4$
63.8$

4.

Kalamazoo

85.1$

5.

Marshall

89.5$

12.2$

17.5$

31.8$

51.0$

State

88.4$

7T3I

47.4$

58.1$
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Although these cities did show considerable growth, the
state was showing even more growth in terms of the rise in the

population.

As new towns were being founded and the vast wood

lands and forests of Michigan's unsettled areas domesticated,

her population rose considerably, more than doubling during
this period.

It was during this period, too, when the state's population

overcame the U.S. state average, and comprised close to 3$ of

the total U.S. population.

By 1870, the U.S., with a popula

tion of 39,818,449, had added four more states to the union since

the previous national census had been taken In i860.

The aver

age U.S. state therefore held 1,076,174 people in it, whereas
Michigan by this time had 108,108 more people within its boun
daries than this average.

The following table shows this Increase

for the period 1820 to 1910.
Total Population

Year

Total U.S.
Population

No. of
States

Average
State Ttl

1^20
1830
1840
1850
i860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910

9,638,453
12,866,020
17,069,453
23,191,876
31,443,321
39,818,449
50,155,783
62,947,575
75,994,575
91,972,266

23
24
26
31
33
37
38
44
45
46

419,063
536,084
656,517
748,125
952,828
1,076,174
1,319,889
1,430,629
1,688,769
1,999,397

Michigan
Population

8,765

31,640
212,267
397,654
749,113
1,184,282
1,636,937
2,093,889
2,420,982

Growth Rate

Michigan
Total

Years

1820-30
1830-40
1840-50

Increase

22,875
180,627
185,387

Average U.S. State

Per

Total

Day

$

T727
49.49
50.79

260.98
570.88
87.34

Per

Increase

Day

117,021
120,433
91,608

32TO6
32.99
25.09

$

27-92
22.46
13.95

$ of
U.S.

Ttl

.09
.25
1.24
1.71

2.38
2.97

3.26
3.33
3.19
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Growth Rate (cont.)
Average U.S.

Michigan
Yeai'S

1850--60
1860-•70
1870--80
1880--90

1890-•00

Total
Increase

351,459

435:,169
452,,655
456.,952
327,,093

Per

Day
96.29
119.22
124.01
125.19

89.61

79

88..38

58..09
38.,22
27..91
15-,62

1900--10

Total
Increase

204,703
123:,346
243,,715
110.,740

258:,139
310.,629

State

Per

Day

56.08
33..79
66,.77
30..34
70,.72

85..10

5\
27-.36
12..94
22..65

8..39
18..04
18..39

1870's
The 1870rs was another period of growth for the state, as

the addition of 452,655 people was made during the decade, an

average of 124.01 new people coming into the state each day.

By the end of the decade she would be ranked 9th among the states
in total population.

Not all of the cities, however, maintained their growth

rate during this period.

The 70* s marked a decline in population

for the cities of Marshall and Niles, the former of the two losing

1,130 people, or over 22$ of their population!

Niles only dropped

by 432 (9.2$), but it still meant the beginning of the stationary
life or decline of the town, which becomes even more evident

when compared to its counterpart cities in the future.

Jackson, Kalamazoo, and Battle Creek all continued to grow

during the l870Ts.

Although Battle Creek experienced a loss of

515 persons during the first four years of the decade, it still
managed to gain 1,740 people in the last six years, bringing its
total population to 7,063, for a 21$ increase.

Kalamazoo gained

another 2,755 people, bringing her population up to 11,937 by

1880, but the largest gain was once more made by Jackson, which
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experienced the addition of 4,658 persons, or a 40.7$ change,
with the majority of these people (2,412) coming in during the
first four years of the decade.

The following table shows the

percentage of change for the cities and the state for the period
1870 to 1884.

1874
1880
1880
1884
1884
over 1870 over 1874 over 1870 over 1880 over 1870

City
1.
2.

Battle Creek
Jackson

3.

Kalamazoo

- 8.8$
21.1$

32.7$
16.2$

21.0$
40.7$

42.3$
18.6$

72.2$
66.9$

27.9$

1.6$

30.0$

16.5 $

51.5$

4.

Niles

-

.8$

- 8.6$

- 9.2$

9.7$

-

5.

Marshall

- 6.1$

-17.9$

-22.8$

7.5$

-17.2$

12.6$

22.7$

38.2$

13.2$

56.5$

State

.5$

l880*s

The 1880Ts saw the largest increase ever in Michigan!s pop
ulation, and the peak in her rate of growth during the 19th

century.

Her population grew by 456,952, the largest Increase

ever, and comprised approximately 3.33$ of the total U.S. popu
lation by 1890.

Also, before the end of this decade she will

have passed the two million mark in her population.
The cities, too, continued to experience growth, with even
Niles and Marshall picking back up some of their losses from

the previous decade, during at least the first four years of the
l880fs.

Battle Creek and Jackson both showed the most growth,

with increases of 2,988 and 2,995 respectively during the time
period 1880 - 84.

For Battle Creek It marked the beginning of

her rise to prominence, as her growth would Increase at a very

high rate after this period.

Kalamazoo also showed a relatively

high rate of growth, with 1,972 more people coming in during
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the first four years.

Niles and Marshall also showed Increases,

although it was little more than marginal growth.

During the

years 1880 through 1884 Marshall gained 284 more Individuals
while Niles picked up 409.
Figures for 1890 were unavailible for Jackson, Marshall,

Battle Creek, or Niles, but Kalamazoo had a total of 17,853
within her city limits by this time, showing a 48.7$ increase
over the decade, and a total increase of 5,916 persons.
I890rs
The Gay Ninties, also known as the Gilded Age, showed the
slowing down of the growth rate in the state.

Although there

was an increase of 327,093 to the state during this period,

it was still 129,859 fewer than was experienced during the pre

vious decade.

Michigan1s population rose to 2,420,982 by the

turn of the century, and was 732,214 more than the average U.S.
state by this time.

Of the cities in question, Kalamazoo, Jackson, and Battle
Creek continued to grow at a rapid rate, whereas Marshall and

Niles continued to falter.

From the period 1894 to 1900 the

box score showed Kalamazoo at the top, with a 3,350 person

,...

Increase, closely followed by Battle Creek, with 3,04l, and
Jackson, with 2,565.

Marshall and Niles both fell somewhat,

the former losing 229, and the latter of the two 221 over the
six year period.

The following table shows the percentage

change of the cities and the state from 1884 to 1904.
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1894
City

over 1884

54.4$

1.
2.

Battle Creek
Kalamazoo

3.
4.

Jackson
Marshall

5.

Niles

12.7$
- 2.1$

State

20.9$

1904

1900

over 1894

51.4$
18.4$

19.6$
15.9$
11.3$
- 5.0$

over 1900
19.7$

- 4.9$

20.8$
.5$
.2$
8.3$

OI

^5%

1904
over 1884
121.0$
112.0$

32.5$

6.9$
.8$

36.5$

Again emphasized is the rise in the growth rate of Battle
Creek and Kalamazoo, which both more than doubled in size over

the twenty year period, from 1884 to 1904.

Jackson kept up

for the most part with state figures but Niles and Marshall showed
little change in their relatively small communities.

Overall, the period of the l800fs saw the founding of all
five of these towns and their growth and development until the

turn of the century.

Consistant growth was shown for all five

towns until about 1870, when the population levels of Marshall
and Niles evened out, while the levels of Battle Creek, Jackson,
and Kalamazoo continued to rise.

Page 22 more clearly shows

how these towns ranked among their other counterparts In the

state, from their early years, when Michigan became a state,
to the present.

In later sections we will examine why three

of these towns grew as much as they did while the other two showed
so little change, and how the period of the 19th Century marked

the beginning of the movement to the cities.
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Top Ten Michigan Urban Centers*

1870

1837
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Detroit
Ann Arbor
Monroe
Tecumseh

Ypsilantl
Adrian
MARSHALL
Pontiac

Grand Rapids

1.
2.

Detroit

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

JACKSON

10.

NILES

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Grand Rapids
Saginaw
KALAMAZOO

Bay City
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK

10.

Port Huron

47.

NILES
MARSHALL

51.

*N0TE:

KALAMAZOO
Adrian

Saginaw
Ann Arbor

Muskegon
Port Huron

11.

BATTLE CREEK
MARSHALL
NILES

1970

Detroit

Muskegon
Lansing

East Saginaw

16.
18.

1904
1.
2.

Grand Rapids

1.
2.

Detroit

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Flint
Warren

10.

13.
24.
30.
71.
109.

Grand Rapids

Lansing
Livonia
Dearborn
Ann Arbor

Saginaw
St.

Clair Shores

KALAMAZOO
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK
NILES
MARSHALL

rank determined from statistics from the following sources

1837 - Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan, A History
Of The Wolverine State, 1969, p.298.

I3"7p - Census Of Michigan, 1870, p. xxvli.
190? - Census Of Michigan, 1904, p. 295.
1970 - World Almanac & Book Of Facts, 1977,
pp.

251 - 252.
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The Move To The Urban Setting

The founding and growth of these five settlements was no

fluke.

It was just the beginning; the start of a statwlde, and

whatfs more, a national trend for Americans to live in communi
ties.

More and more cities in the state and the nation were

being founded, and the population in these cities were growing
at a rapid rate.

Even though an increasing number of people

were cultivating lands and starting farms, the growth of the
cities was so great that, as time passed, a larger and larger
proportion of the total population was to be found in the urban
ized areas.

This is not to say that Americans still didnTt live In the
rural areas, or move from the farm to the city, as would be done

during the twentieth century.

In fact, many times much of

the city's existance was owed to the farmers in the area, as
they were trading centers for the farmer, with small manufact-

uries set up to produce agricultural impllments for his use.
Battle Creek, Jackson, Kalamazoo, and Niles were examples of
cities which would fit into this catagory, with much of their
4

livelihood supported by the farmer.

Such notables as Sheldon

Dodge, Cahlll Leroy and Company, and DC & HC Reed of Kalamazoo;
Burrlsham and Company of Battle Creek; Water Luthrop and McNaugh-

ton, and Wlthington and Cooley Manufacturing Company of Jackson;
all were among the top ten industrialists of their cities for
their time periods, and all producing agricultural impllments
for use on the farms.

Other top money makers in these towns
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Included the many flouring and grist mills which the farmers

utilized during the l800's.*
In the post revolutionary period, prior to Michigan's settle
ment, major cities were few, and contained relatively little of
the nation's population.

For the entire United States in 1790

there were only six cities, and they comprised only 3.3$ of the
population, the rest living in smaller communities or on farms.

Even Detroit at this time was little more than a garrison town,

and couldn't be considered in this total.

By 1800, there still

were only six incorporated cities, however their population had

risen by 79,401, for a total of 210,873 persons, or 3-9$ of
the total U.S. population, which stood at 5,308,483.

From 1800 to 1810, the U.S. gained five new cities and
increased her population in them by 146,047, which now comprised
4.9$ of the total.

One of these five additional cities added

included Detroit, which was incorporated into a city in 1806,
and was to be the only real Incorporated city in Michigan until

the 1830's.
Over the next

several decades the U.S.

number of cities at a very high rate.

would Increase the

From 1810 to 1820 she

added only two, bringing her total to 13, but by 1830 this total

had jumped to 26 and by 1840 was up to 44.

And, not surprisingly,

this figure would soar during the 40's, 50's, and 60's, as the
population of the U.S. rose at an unbelievable rate.

Between

1840 and 1850, with the addition of six new states (which is

more than the twenty year period from 1820 to 1840, when only

*For the names of these mills, see tables, "Top Ten Industrial

ists", pp. 58 and 76.
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four states came in), the population rose by 6,122,423, and
the number of cities grew from 44 to 85 in those years.

From

1850 to i860 they increased even more, totalling 141 by the
end of that period.

The most major jump, however, came during

the Civil War years and after, the 60's, when the number of
states grew from 33 to 37, and the number of cities jumped by

85 in that ten year period, which coincidently was the total

number In the entire U.S. for the year 1850!

This would bring

the total number of cities to 226 with over 8,000,000 persons
in them, and showing slightly more than one in five Americans

living in these communities by this time.*
Michigan would keep up with this growth rate in the early

years and later surpass the U.S. average.

The following table

shows the number of Michigan cities as they compare to that

number in the average U.S. state over a 50 year period.

Year

No. of
States

1830

24

1840

1870

26
31
33
37

1880

38

1850
i860

No. of
Cities
26

44

No.

5

of

Average

Michigan Cities

1.1

1
2

85

1.7
2.7

141
226
286

6.1
7.5

4.3

3
17
29

43

Even though It wasn't until the l850's that the state started
picking up cities, the table can be deceiving as incorporated
villages are not included.

Many of these cities which were

incorporated during the latter half of the century In many cases

got their start in the l830's and were later incorporated as

*See table, "Movement To The Cities", p. 27.
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villages and finally cities.

Niles, Marshall, Jaekson, and

Battle Creek all were Incorporated as cities in the late l850's

yet had their beginnings during the early l830's.

Kalamazoo,

which was first organized and named the county seat in 1831
was not added to the list of cities until its incorporation

date in 1884.

This points out the fact that the number of urban

ized areas in the state, and even the nation, were higher than

the number of incorporated cities would show.

By 1884, there

would be over 180 incorporated villages and many more unincor
porated towns which would show on this city total.

But still, Michigan showed a large number of what were

considered large cities (4,000+ populations).

The following

table lists the top ten states in 1880 for cities which fit into
6

this catagory.

State

No. of
Cities

1.

New York

2.

Massachusetts

57

3.

Pennsylvania

56

4.

Ohio

46

5.
6.

Illinois
New Jersey

38
27

7.
8.

Michigan
Indiana

27
27

Connecticutt

26

Wisconsin

20

9.
10.

58

As you can see, most of Michigan's neighboring states were
on this list and all of the states listed were considered north

ern states, and all were found to be east of the Mississippi.
The following table shows the total population and percen

tages of that total for both Michigan and the U.S. which these

cities would make up from 1790 - 1880 (U.S.), and from 1854 7

1904 (Michigan).

MOVEMENT TO THE CITIES

Urbanization Of U.S.

And Of Michigan

$

Population Of

No. of
Cities

Population
Of Cities

Of Total

Population

Date

United States

1790

3,929,214

6

131,472

3.3

1800

5,308,483

6

210,873

3.9

1810

7,239,881

11

356,920

4.9

1820

9,633,822

13

475,135

4.9

1830

12,866,020

26

864,509

6.7

1840

17,069,453

44

1,453,994

8.5

1850
1854

23,191,876

85

2,897,586

12.5

i860
1864

31,443,321

141

5,072,256

16.1

38,558,371

226

50,155,783

286

1870
1874
1880
1884

1890
1894
1900

1904

8,071,875
11,318,547

20.9

22.5

Population No. of
Of State

Cities

Population Of All
Incorporated Cities

Of State

In Michigan

Population

$

507,521

5

55,605

11.0

803,661
1,184,282
1,334,031
1,636,937
1,853,658
2,093,889
2,241,641
2,420,982
2,530,016

19
29

130,158

38
43
49

324,771
388,863

16.2
19.5
24.4

60
70

709,657
821,051
939,058
1,036,249

78
87

230,372

509,277

23.8
27.5
33.9

36.6
38.8
41.0
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RISE OF THE POPULATION OF THE CITIES

30

KALAMAZOO
JACKSON
25

BATTLE CREEK
NILES
MARSHALL

AVERAGE

*

MICHIGAN CITY *
20

§
15

i

C
o
•H

10

•P

Cti
H

P
O

1850

1870

1890

Year

Based on total Michigan incorporated city population and num
ber of incorporated cities at that time - Note:

The cities

listed would not become part of this average until after their
incorporation dates as cities, which were as follows:

ilackson

(1857). Battle Creek, Marshall, & Niles (1859). and Kalamazoo
(188*0.

1900

TABLE 2

-

Pise

In The Number Of Cities

For Michigan And Average U.S. State
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80

70

60
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e
85

30

20

10

re P£fc STATg.—

1830

1840

1850

I860

1870
Year

1880

1890

1900
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Comparison Of Origins

Residents Of Michigan-Census of 1850 8
% of population

Birthplace

Michigan

35.4

New York

33.6

New England
England, Scotland, Wales, & British N. America
Northwest (except Michigan)

7. 8
6.8
4.4

Mid Atlantic States, Iowa, California,
& Territories

Ireland

3-9

3.4

Germany

2.6

Other Foreign Countries

1.0

Slaveholding States

0.8

Unknown

0.3

Growth Of The Cities

Urban Percentage Of The Total Population

W .*<£

1830

1840

1850

i860

1870

1880

1890

1900
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Notes - Chapter 2

^•Dunbar, Willis P., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State,
Eardman's Publishing Company, 1965, p. 250.
p

Population figures obtained from the following sources:

1850, i860 - Statistics From The State Of Michigan, i860,
(as compiled by the U.S. Census), 1861, pp. 30
- 137.

1854, 1864,

1870, 1874 - Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1874, W. S.
George & Co., 1875, p. xiv.

1880, 1884 - Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1884, Volume
(state, pre
1850)

1894

1, Throop & Godfrey, 1886, pp. cxli - cxlv.

- Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1894, Volume

1, Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., 1896, pp.
9 - 75.

1900, 1904 - Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1904, Volume
1, Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., 1906, pp.
xxvil

&

cxvi.

1830
(Jackson) - Deland, Charles V., Deland's History Of Jackson
County, Logansport, 1903, p. 75.
1836
(Marshall)
1837
(B. Creek)- Everts, L.A., History Of Calhoun County, J.B.

Llppencott, 1877, p. 246 & 284.

1837, 1890,
1910

(Kalamazoo)- Dunbar, Willis F., Kalamazoo And How It Grew
. » . . And Grew, Eardman's Publishing Co., 1969,
p. 209.

1845
(Niles)

- Cowles, Edward B., Berrien County Directory And

History, Record Steam Printing House, 1871, p. 43.
Note:

The years 1820, 1830, 1840, 1850, i860, 1870, 1880,

1890, and 1900 Indicate dates In which federal census were

taken (on June 1st) while the years 1837, 1854, 1864, 1874,
1884, 1894, and 1904 are periods In which state census were
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taken (also on June 1st of those years). In 1827 (not listed)
and 1834, special territorial census took place, the latter
of which was for determining Michigan's eligibility for state

hood (requiring 60,000).

^figures for U.S. population obtained from World Book Ency
clopedia, 1967, Volume 19, pp. 245 - 246. State figures obtained
from Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1884, Volume 1, p. cxli,
and from Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1904, Volume 1,
p. xxvli.
4

Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State,
Eardman's Publishing Co., 1965, p. 620.

^Dunbar, Willis F., Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State,
EardmanTs Publishing Co., 1965, p. 587-

6Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1884, Volume 1, p. vl.
^Census Of The State Of Michigan, 1884, Volume 1, pp. cxcix
-

ccvli.

o

as taken from article by J. Harold Stevens, "The Influence
Of New England In Michigan", Michigan History Magazine, 1935
p. 334.
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Chapter 3

Transportation Facilities
The Road Westward

One of the major drawbacks of coming to the Northwest Ter

ritory prior to the middle 1820!s was the fact that there was
simply no means of getting there.

Michigan, at this time, was

still a vast wilderness, holding her share of swamps, thickly
vegetated terrain, and other natural boundaries which Impeded
the progress of even the most die hard pioneers.

Although she

maintained a natural navigation system in the Great Lakes, access

to the lakes from the east prior to 1825 was somewhat restricted,
and many westward bound pioneers preferred the far more easy
routes via the Ohio River or the Cumberland Trail.

The establishment and improvement of the transportation
facilities during the 19th century helped to open up the west,

and more particularly Michigan, to settlement.

The building

of roads, canals, and rail lines were a major factor In making
the Michigan region accessible to the settlers, and It was due
to these facilities that ties to the east

could be established.

The Internal improvement and development of the local communities
owe much to this resource, as marketable consumer goods, along

with raw materials and machinery for industry could now be sent
either to or from towns to the larger cities In the east.

All

five of the towns in the study established these ties, and as
traffic through these areas increased, so did their populations.

One of the first major developments In the movement of
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people to Michigan occurred In 1825 with the completion of the
1

Erie Canal.

The canal, when finished, ran from Albany, on the

Hudson River in New York, to Buffalo, on Lake Erie.

This faci

lity, for the first time, offered an easy route for settlers
to reach the Great Lakes and travel to the west.

From Buffalo,

a settler could travel by ship across Lake Erie to ports such
as Port Lawrence (Toledo) or Detroit and move inland from there.

By 1829, there were at least eight steamboats for freight and
passengers on the lake, most of which sailed from Buffalo and

stopped at every port on the way to Detroit.

2

As an indication

of movement and traffic on the lake just ten years later, In

1839, the number of large steamboats (170 - 756 tons) had risen
to 28, with some 18 to 20 smaller vessels travelling between the
3

ports by this time.

Trade along this rout Increased tremendously

In later years, from 23.7$ In 1835 to 62.2$ of all the Northwest
4

trade being conducted through this route by 1853.
Prior to 1830, however, few roads to the Interior of the
state were to be found, and, as a result, the bulk of Michigan's
population was to be found In the Detroit area.

The national

census for 1820 showed Michigan to have a total population 8,896,
of which 3,574 lived in either Wayne County or the city of Detroit!
In 1826, however, the Chicago Military Road was laid out
over the former Old Sauk Trail, an Indian trail, which ran west

from Detroit to Ypsilantl, and then south through the southern
most tier of counties and west to Chicago.

This road went through

only one of the five cities, the community of Niles.

The other
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four communities were located along what became known as the

Territorial Road, which branched off of the Chicago Military
Road at Ypsilantl and ran due west to St. Joseph.

This road

was laid out and built in 1830.
In determining where to establish new towns a couple of
considerations had to be taken into account; that of accessibi

lity and also a source of water supply.

If both of these prere

quisites were met a town would more often be formed there.

The

following pages will be used to show how each of the five cities
were founded and how the use of transportation facilities affected

their development up until the arrival of the Michigan Central
Railroad.

Early Transportation Facilities
Jackson

In June, 1829, 58 year old Lemual Blackman, along with his
son, Horace, left Ann Arbor to the west to find a suitable loca
tion to settle.

They chose to travel along the Washtenaw Trail,

also known as the St. Joseph Road, an old Potawatomi trail which
ran west through to Kalamazoo County.

According to one account,

Lemual soon became 111 and was forced to return to Ann Arbor,

but Horace continued on, finding a suitable location upon reach

ing the Grand River.

Lemual soon returned east to New York

but another son, Russell, came to his brother's assistance and
together they constructed the first log cabin in the area.
The Wahtenaw trail led another group to the area In the fall

Four out of five of these towns had founders from the New Er

Michigan, A History Of The Wolverine State, Eerdman's Publishing Co., 1*965

*as described In a speech by Fredrick L. Paxson in 1907, "The Gateways Of
>gan Pioneer & Historical Collection, Volume XXXVIII, 1908, pp. 139 - 14-6.

all but two of Michigan's governors prior to i860. This route was actuall
gateways;
the other being the route through the Cumberland Gap.*

New Yorkers.

The building of the Erie Canal as a transportation facility cannot be
the effect It had upon the population growth of Michigan, and the cities *
After its completion, there was a wide use of the canal, followed by an ir.
on the Great Lakes. Michigan's population after this time rose sharply, c

"THE GATEWAY OF THE OLD NORTHWEST"
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of that year.

Dr. Benjamin Packard headed the group of seven

Ann Arbor land seekers which came to the future city and staked
their claims for future homes.

The following year the Territorial Road was surveyed and

routed through the small settlement, whose name It was determined

by its inhabitants to be Jacksonburgh*.

Russell Blackman played

an Important role in routing the new road through the town,

mainly due to the fact that he was an assistant to Jonathan F.
Stratton in surveying the road to Jackson and west as far as

Kalamazoo County.

6

Many settlers soon came to the prospering

young community and before long Jacksonburgh became known as the
first point of Importance west of Ann Arbor, and many of its
inhabitants considered the town would be the future capital of
Michigan.

7

Also In 1830 a bridge was constructed across the Grand
River, making travel through the area much easier.

Due to Its

location and easy access, a post office was established this
same year and mail travelled regularly from Detroit to Jackson
Via the Chicago Military Road to Ann Arbor, and then the Terri
torial Road to Jackson.

In 1832, Jacksonburgh, which had become the county seat,
established links with two other towns within the county.

The

Grand River Road was built along the river, running north to

Blackman.

The other road, the Spring Arbor Road, ran southwest

to its terminus in that town.

Another road soon built connected Jackson with Adrian, which

*the name was changed to Jackson in 1833, as recorded In the
post office.
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was significant since, as of November 2, 1836, this town was one
of the first Michigan cities to have a railroad laid through it

(the Erie & Kalamazoo Railroad) from Toledo.

As of 1838 Jackson

had a regular stage line to and from this town so that supplies

were regularly coming In from two distribution centers, that of
Detroit and Toledo.

Stage lines to and from the former of these

two cities began as early as 1834, so that supplies to the grow
ing community could continuously come In.

Industry, as it was

to develop during the 19th century, was very much dependent on
these supplies.

Marshall

Marshall, much like Jackson, utilized its transportation
facilities as well to help It get its start.

The Territorial

Road was undoubtably the route which brought Marshall's first
settlers to the area, as it was the only wagon road existing

in the area in 1830, and was a natural route for those coming
from the east.

Land entries for the first settlers, from Octo

ber 15, 1830, when Noble McKinstry purchased 67 acres In the
area, through November of 1831, when John Bertram came to Marshall,
showed all thirteen Individuals to be native New Englanders,
o

predominantly from New York.

Whether or not this road was respon

sible for the beginning or growth of early Marshall can be debated,

yet It showed that due to its presence the area composing present

day Marshall was far more accessible in 1830 than a town like
Lansing, and may be why Marshall had the early beginning and
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growth that it did.

Marshall maintained early a tie to the east.

As of 1831 mail was brought in regularly from Jackson via covered

wagon.

Mr. Darling, a resident of Calhoun County, was one of

the first in the line of mail deliverers to the community.

Marshall was not long in constructing new ties to other

settlements in the region.

In 1832, just two years after Its

beginning, a road was built to Blissfleld.

The following year

saw the building of roads to Coldwater, Hillsdale, and one even

as far away as Grand Rapids.

Although, by present day standards,

these early roads were little more than a pair of wagon ruts,

they did indicate a desire by the inhabitants of the area to
maintain links to other communities in the territory, over which

mail, consumer goods, and new settlers could travel.
Battle Creek

The first settler to live In the township of present day

Battle Creek was Sidney Ketchum, one of the recognized pioneers

of the county.
York.

In 1830 he came over from Clinton County, New

The area composing the present city limits of Battle

Creek today wasn't settled until June, 1831, when Sands McCamley
and George Redfleld, two native New Yorkers, came Into the county
and decided to settle at the Intersection of the Kalamazoo River

and Battle Creek.

Both proceeded overland to the land office

at White Pigeon and purchased their respective acreage, but
it wasn't until the following year that these two brought their
9
families over and settled In the area.
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Within the next two years names such as John Stewart, Josiah
Goddard, the Thomas brothers, Samuel Convls, Moses Hall, Polydore
Hudson, Rosewell Crane, John Conway, the Langley brothers, Nathan
iel Barley, and Ezra Convls all became familiar to the settlement.
Most of these first pioneers came largely from New York State,
showing the importance of the Erie Canal and the building of the
Territorial Road three years earlier.

10

One of the first and only other roads shown to emanate from

the settlement was built In 1832, and ran to the mouth of the
Kalamazoo River, site of present day Saugatuck.

The addition

of new tranportation facilities and their improvement really

began after passage of the Internal Improvements Act and the
building of the Michigan Central Line.

This may in fact be part

of the reason that Battle Creek did not

show much of an Increase

in her population during this time.

By 1838, the village, not

yet incorporated, had little more than 400 individuals in it
whereas by this time Kalamazoo had 1,373 persons living there.

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo's early success?

With this settlement, growth

might not be so readily attributed to Its tranportation facili
ties as much as due to other factors.

The relocation of the

land office In this town in June of 1834 had a great effect on
the town, as settlers were forced to travel here In order to

purchase their land at $1.25 an acre.

This, coupled with the

natural attractiveness of the area, owing to an abundance of small
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fertile prairies, became good reasons for settling in the area.
Kalamazoo soon became known as the belle among her sister villages in the new state.

12

Kalamazoo was located along the Washtenaw Trail (later
to become the Territorial Road), and although not much in the

way of early road construction was done in the area, many Indian
trails to places such as the Grand River, Gull Lake, and the
mouth of the Kalamazoo River existed due to the large numbers
of Potawatoml In the county.

It was along the Washtenaw trail that Titus Bronson, founder
of Kalamazoo and a native of Connecticutt, travelled In June,

1829 from Ann Arbor.

In the same year William Harris utilized

this route to come to what was then a trading post established
by Bazel Harrison.

13

The following year, work on the Territorial Road was com

pleted, so that Kalamazoo then had links to Detroit in the east

and St. Joseph to the west.

By 1832 mail was brought in regularly

from Jackson, and during that same year a ferry service across
Arcadia Creek was started for settlers moving along this road.

Three years later a further Improvement was made, as a bridge
was built across the river.

The use of the Territorial Road brought many land seekers
to the Kalamazoo area.

One example can be shown by Charles E.

Stuart, one of the first members of the Kalamazoo bar and later
a state representative from the area.

The following Is an account

on how he happened upon Kalamazoo by following this road:

14
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He came to Michigan in the spring of 1835.
he had no special place of settlement In view.

When he came,
Starting from

Detroit he went first to Monroe, where he passed, on his tour

of observation, through Dundee, Tecumseh, Ypsilantl, Ann Arbor,
Jackson, and Marshall to Kalamazoo, arriving there June 23,
1835. He at once decided to make that place his home, and soon
after formed a law partnership with Judge Ransom.
Had the Territorial Road not been constructed, the arrival

of a prominent citizen such as Mr. Stuart might never have taken

place.

Others like Stuart made their way along this same route.

Niles

Niles, unlike its four counterparts, drew upon its first

settlers, not from the east or the Detroit area, as much as from
the south, from the Fort Wayne area.

The Carey Mission, set up

among the Potawatomi along the St. Joseph River, was started by

Isaac McCoy in 1822.

McCoy, a native of Pennsylvania, moved

into the area from Ft. Wayne, along an Indian trail which ran
northwest to this spot.

Although other pioneers travelled through the area, to Include

a group of travellers from Tecumseh (who followed the Chicago
trail in 1826, passing through Jonesville), the first permanent

settlers didn't come in until 1827 and 1829.15 In 1827 Eli
Ford crossed the wilderness, coming upon Pokagon Prairie (near
present day Niles) where, during the summer months, he constructed

the first grist mill on this site.
of the town came to Niles.

16

In 1829 the true founders

Ephralm, Elijah, and Obed Lacey,

along with John Kenzie, S.B. Walling, Amanson Huston, and sev-
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eral others all came to settle during this year from northern

Indiana, following the trail leading from Ft. Wayne.

17

The first of Niles' improvements to transportation came

in 1831, when ferry service was started across the St. Joseph
River.

This, for the first time, made it easier for anyone

coming west, along the trail from Ft. Wayne, to cross over to
the new settlement.

The Carey Mission, which was located across

the river from the town, also could use this facility for cross
ing over.

The following year marked the time when Niles established

a tie to the east.

By 1832 the Chicago Military Road was com

pleted as far as Niles, and within the next year was completed
-1 o

to Chicago.

A wooden bridge replaced the ferry by 1836, the

funds for which ($2,500) were raised by the inhabitants of the
town.

19

*

The following account by a traveller passing through the

country In 1836 gives an idea of what it was like to travel

by wagon from Sturgls to Niles, a distance of 37 miles:20
The roads were so much improved that we had not to walk

at all; which was well as there was much pelting during the
day.

Evolution of Transportation

Coming of the Stagellne

Prior to 1830, Michigan's transportation facilities consisted
largely of Indian trails extending throughout the state.

In
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southern Michigan, there were large numbers of Potawatoml, Miami,
Ottawa, and Huron tribes, many of which migrated along these
trails.

After the coming of the white man there became a need

for improved roads to facilitate the movement of wagons and
consumer goods.

The building of these unimproved, ungraded

dirt roads during the l830's and 40's were a vast improvement
over the Indian trails yet left much to be desired In the way

of comfortable and easy travel.

During and after a rainstorm

deep mudholes would develop In the roads, and it was not unusual
for travelers to have to get out of their wagons and coaches

and try to free a wheel hopelessly stuck In the mud.

One account

by J.S. Cobb described his arrival to the Michigan territory

in August of 1830 and the problems endountered in travelling
along the Territorial Road (Washtenaw Trail) from Marshall to
Kalamazoo.

As he put It, "We were two weeks getting through

to Kalamazoo."

21

The next stage of development for transportation facilities

was the building of plank roads during the l840's and 50's.
Made from logs sawed In half and laid crosswise next to one

another, this mode of travel allowed for wagons and coaches
to travel over It without fear of getting stuck.

Although It

was an improvement over the rutted wagon road, the plank road
offered a bumpy ride to those who traversed it, as the logs
soon settled and became uneven.

Also this type of road soon

deteriorated and became rough, and its was probably due to this,

plus the building of better quality roads, that their exlstance

44
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was limited.

By the l840's the state had begun the building of rail
lines which superceded the wagon roads and plank roads built
along Its path.

During the late forties, due to fananclal dif

ficulties, the state sold out her railroads to private companies,

and it was during the 50's and 60's that these private firms
began building lines which soon covered much of the southern

portion of the lower peninsula.

Although slow and Inefficient

at first, these lines were a more convenient and inexpensive
way of tranporting goods and persons across the state.

The

exlstance of these rail lines would play an Important role In

the settlement and growth of the state and would continue through
the 20th century as a major mode of transportation.

Although not immediate, the quality of these early wagon
trails were eventually improved and widened, so that compared

to present day standards, the existance of the dirt road was
the dominant form of roadwork found throughout the state.

How

ever it was during the latter part of the century that the first

gravel roads were laid out in several towns, and eventually this
lead to the building of cobblestone and brick roads.

With the

development of the automobile came the need for paved roads to
cut down on the wear and tear of the car plus a more comfortable
ride dictated its importance.

Truly, by 1900, the state had

experienced an evolution in transportation.

Indian

Wagon

Plank

Rail

Trails

Trails

Roads

Lines

Improved
Dirt Roads

Paved Roads
& Highways
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It was during the time in which wagon trails and the first

plank roads were built that stage lines became prevalent.

The

Concord Coach was one of the more popular coaches used In the

state, and transported many a passenger across this early road
system.

One of the first stage lines established in southern Mich

igan was that of the Territorial line during the l830's.

Its

existance was marked, however, due to the building of the Mich

igan Central Railroad, but during its construction, from 1837
to 1851, stage lines ran regularly from its western terminus.
Several lines of daily stages to meet trains at Jackson were

set up by Daniel Hibbard and Morris Knapp.

One of these ran

to Lansing after it became the new state capital In 1849.

Ano

ther line operated by Hibbard and Knapp connected Adrian and

Grand Rapids with the railroad at Jackson.23 In Marshall, David
F. Hendryx used twenty five to thirty horses and eight stages

on his lines, which connected Lansing to the north, and Coldwater to the south, with the Central Railroad.

24

When the rail

road reached Kalamazoo in 1846, a traveler could secure stage
coaches to Three Rivers to the south, Grand Rapids to the north,

or St. Joseph to the west.

As late as 1835 this line was not

established, however, and the desire for a regular means of
travel was evident by the account of Levi Bishop during this

year:2-^
The next day we reached Marshall, In Calhoun County.

I

went out and found some land that suited me at ten shillings

an acre, and I wanted to get to Kalamazoo to the land office
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to pay for it; but there was not a solitary public conveyance
of any kind from Marshall to Kalamazoo.
I and two men, mech
anics, walked from Marshall to Kalamazoo In one day!
It was
the hardest days work I ever did.

Once established, the stage line provided new settlers with
a better means of reaching new communities.

Towns situated

along the stage line soon became transportation centers where

weary travelers spent the night In hotels built on these roads,

Along the Territorial Road by 1838 the following hotels could
be

found:

Hotel

Location

Steamboat Hotel (Uncle Ben's)

Detroit

Solon Cooks
Washtenaw House
Battle Creek House
Marshall House
Kalamazoo House

Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor
Battle Creek
Marshall
Kalamazoo

The Battle Creek House, built during the mid l830's, was
the source of much activity for visitors from neighboring towns
and for travelers who made a stop In their journeys.

An account

by A.D.P. Van Buren, long time resident of the community and
principle of the Union schoolhouse In Battle Creek, tells of
the Importance of this hotel as a transportation center and

promoter for the community:
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'

The Old Battle Creek House afforded many an opportunity
to read the character and spirit of its people during these
early days
Here on winter evenings, I have seen the
first citizens of the young village, then not halfway to her

"teens", often with Invited guests from Marshall and Kalama
zoo
The stagecoach, the teamster, and traveler resorted.
It was near midway on the old Territorial Road between Detroit
and Chicago, and from it a line of stages went to and from
Grand Rapids.

Marshall, too, was proud of its public hotel, which was
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built by Sidney Ketchum In 1838.

The Marshall House, as It

was called, was a "most elaborate and elegant establishment",
and cost $30,000 to build.

It gained a reputation as the fin

est hotel in the Northwest, and became the resort of many noted

people.

The existance of the stage line was dependent upon

other, more advanced modes of travel.

With the coming of the

railroad, along with the eventual Introduction of the electric
trolley, and finally the automobile, the end of this early means
of public conveyance was in sight.

The Coming Of The Railroad

One of the most important developments to the settlement

of the state and the growth of cities began with the building
of the railroad in Michigan.

The railroad proved to be an eas

ier and faster mode of transportation for settlers coming west,

plus was a far superior method of transporting manufactured
goods and raw materials to and from the markets in the east.
In 1837 the passage of the Internal Improvements Act by the
state legislature called for the building of three railroads

along with two canals across the lower portion of the state
to connect the east and west sides of the still relatively unset

tled wilderness.

It was the first public enterprise of this

nature and overshadowed the less than successful ventures of

twenty three private railroad companies which had formed in the
territory over the past five years.

29

Of these private companies, seven had made plans to run

through one or more of the five cities in question.

The Detroit
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and St. Joseph Company (later to become the Michigan Central)
was formed on 29 June 1832, and would have laid its tracks from
Detroit to St. Joseph on Lake Michigan, passing through Jackson,
Marshall, Battle Creek, and Kalamazoo had It not fallen through.
Three other lines planning to lay tracks through Marshall Included

the Erie & Kalamazoo Company (formed 22 April 1833), the River
Ralson & Grand River Company (22 August 1835), and the Allegan

& Marshall Company (24 August 1835).

Unfortunately (for Mar

shall), none of these companies got much farther than the plan
ning stages in their development.

To Niles from Constantine,

the Constantine & Niles Railroad Company was formed (26 March
I836) while terminuses to Kalamazoo and Jackson Included the
establishment of the Kalamazoo & Lake Michigan Company, and the

Palmyra & Jacksonburgh Company (both on 28 March 1836).

Little

has been written on these companies, but from the results, or,

in this case, lack of results from their endeavors It can be
reasoned that their success was somewhat limited.

One of the effects of the passage of the Internal Improve

ments Program was the granting of state aid to some of the small

private railroad companies.

The Allegan & Marshall Railroad

Company, along with several others, received loans from the

state, in the amount of $100,000 each.

The loans, which were

to be secured by each company's stock, were ultimately lost as
the securities declined in value or became worthless, the state

being the loser In those cases.

Additionally, the state helped

out by doing the surveying for these lines.

One example was
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the Centrevllle & Niles Railroad Company, in which the legis
lature approved to foot the bill for these costs.
Another effect of this bill was the authorization of sur

veys to be made of three railroads across the state.
included:

They

the Northern Railroad, which was to run from Detroit

through St. Clair and west to Grand Rapids; the Central Rail
road, which originally was to run from Detroit west to St.

Joseph; and the Southern Railroad, to run from Detroit south
and west to New Buffalo, and eventually Chicago.

The story of the Michigan Central line is one of failure

and success, of much change and rerouting, and ultimately had

a large effect on all five of the cities in this study.

Ori

ginally planned to run from Detroit to St. Joseph, construction
on this rail line went very slowly.

pleted only as far as Jackson.
two lines did not get far.

By 1841, the line was com

Similarly, work on the other

The main reason for this was due to

the economic woes which were being experienced in Michigan and

other states by the late l830's.

Better known as the Panic

of 1837, it resulted in the closing of many "Wildcat Banks",
which had been noted for their easy credit but lack of capital

to back them up.

Although It didn't hit Michigan until 1839,

the panic did cause land sales to drop a great deal, and also
saw an end to the funds for the railroads for several years.
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Even with this major obstacle, construction did continue

on the line, and, by 1844, it was completed as far as Marshall.
It was by this time that the Central, rather than the Great

50

Lakes, became the regular route for those heading west.

Once

this line had been extended to Marshall It became possible for
travelers to make the trip from Detroit to Chicago In only thirty
six hours, two days less than what It took by travelling around

the lake via steamship!J

By December of 1845 the Centrall had finally reached Battle
Creek, and by the following February it had reached Kalamazoo.

It was by this time that the state, which had been on the losing
end in the construction of railroads, decided to sell out Its

holdings on both the Central and Southern lines.

Even though

the Michigan Central was netting $110,000 per year, and as much

as $121,750 by 1844, it wasn't nearly enough to pay for the
Interest on the loans which the state had received from eastern

corporations, estimated to be $240,000.
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The charter, selling

the railroad, was made up on 28 March 1846 and sold to a pri
vate interest, headed by- John Brooks, a railroad engineer from

the east, who had seen the potential of such a line, and was
able to get Investors from the east to join the venture.

cost of the line was set at $2,000,000.

The

The following is a

list of the profits of this line, both before and after Brooks

took over. 5
Profits Of The Michigan Central Railroad

Year

1838
1839
1840
1841

Expenditures

Receipts

$
$
$
$

83,000
61,000
62,000
71,000

$
$
$
$

46,000
44,000
41,000
46,000

Net Income

$
$
$
$

37,000
17,000
21,000
26,000

Miles
In Use

30
38
38
49

Railroad
Completed To

Ypsilantl
Ann Arbor
"
"
Dexter
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Profits Of The Michigan Central Railroad (cont.)
ExpendiReceipts

Year

1842

$
1843 $
1844
$
1845
$
1846* $
1847 $
1848
$
1849 $
1850
$
1851 $

1852
1853
1854
1855

137,,000
150,,000
211,,000

206,,000
399,,000
209,,000

401,,000
427,,000
698,,000
967,,000

$1;,075,,000
$1;,149,,000
$1;,588,,000
$2;,215,,000

1

tures

74,,000
$
$
75,,000
$
89,,000
$ 105,,000
$
86,,000
$
$ 288,,000
$ 239,,000
$ 301,,000
$ 400,,000
$ 470,,000
$ 566,,000
$ 903,,000
$1 ,335,,000

Net

Income

$ 63,,000
$ 75,,000
$122,,000
$101,,000
$176,,000
$123,,000
$113,,000
$188,,000
$397:,000
$566,,000
$604,,000
$582,,000
$674,,000
$879,,000

Miles
In Use

Railroad

Completed To
Jackson

77
77
109

H

Tf

Marshall
Battle Creek
Kalamazoo

122

145
145

tt

tt

Niles
New Buffalo

—

—

tt

11

—

Michigan City
Chicago

-

—

tt

11

—

11

it

11

ti

-

•"
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One of the provisions of the charter was that the line
would be completed to a port on Lake Michigan within three years
time.

Originally planned to be built to St. Joseph, the line

ran instead southwest to Niles, and then west through New Buf

falo and Michigan City on the lake.

Part of the reason for

rerouting this railroad was that ultimately it could be built
to Chicago, so that a continuous rail line could conncet the

two.

Due to the competition of the southern line, which was

also being built to the windy city, and the increased speeds

which the railroads were able to obtain, it was probably In the

best interests of the railraod not to build to St. Joseph, where
goods would have had to be transferred to steamship.

Moreover,

the Inhabitants of the village of Niles fought hard to have the

railroad come to their town.

As early as 1838 this community

was petitioning the Internal Improvements Board in order that

*year in which Central was sold to a private company.
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they review the immediate points of the Michigan Southern Rail
road.

Their efforts did cause the board to halt operations on

the Southern line for thirty days and eventually rerouted that
railroad so that it was scheduled to run through Niles.

Due

to the slowness of the building of that line, and with its eventual additional rerout

18

KALAMAZOO

iseo.

leei.

ing through northern

Indiana (bypassing Niles)
-A.2STX)

to reach Chicago, the

people of this commun
ity must have Indeed
been pleased with the

prospect of the Central
Line running through
their town.

By October of 1848,
the Central was completed
to Niles.

a

Brooks had

to obtain an extension

In view of its portion relative (o import nut connections, makes it. tho
most important. Thoroughfare cast from Chicago, connecting as it docs, at
Dotroit with Uio (Ircut Western Hail road, Cninula, for Uamilton and Ni

on the charter, since

agara Fulls, and with the (Jrand Trunk Railway for Toronto, Montreal,

It wasnft until the spring

Quebec, and Portland, Maine

Ami at Toledo with the Toledo and Cleveland Railroad; at Sandusky
with Mini 'River Railroad for Cincinnati, Springfield, Dayton, &c; at

Mansfield with SandiiHky, Mnn.sficld and Newark Railroad for nil points

of 1849 that the line

in Southern and Eastern Ohio; at Cleveland with Cleveland and Pitts

burg Railroad, thenco by Wheeling and .Baltimore and Ohio Railroad to
Baltimoro and Washington, and at Pittsburg with the great Pennsylvania
Central Railroad for Harrisburg, Philadelphia and Now York; also at
Dunkirk with New York and Eric Railroad for New York and Boston;

also at Buffalowith the New York Central Railroad for Albany, Spring
field, Boston, New York, &o.
The entiro Road is under tho immediato supervision of John D.
Campbell, Esq., one of tho most able and efficient Superintendents, hav
ing .adopted a thorough system of Telegraphing along the entiro line, for
the purpose of safety and regulation, with a view of expediting business.

GEO. BLISS, President

taken from Kalamazoo Directory, i860

was completed to New

Buffalo, and late 1851
that It was finally fin
ished to Lake Michigan
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at Michigan City, Indiana.

And, in 1852, the Michigan Central

Railroad at last had uninterrupted tracks from Detroit to Chi

cago.

It was a slow process, taking over 14 years to complete,

but It provided a more modern and faster form of transportation
to southern Michigan, and ultimately had a great affect upon
the cities along its route.

What The Railroad Meant

The railroad provided a faster and more efficient means of
transporting goods and people to and from the markets.

The

railroad brought industry, as will later be evidenced in these

cities, and consequently brought jobs, both in the new indus
tries, and for the railroad company itself.

Towns built along

the railroad soon had connections to other cities not on the

rail, in the form of new roads or spurs off of the main line.

Altogether the coming of the railroad meant a new form of pros
perity for the towns built along Its tracks.
The importance of the routing of the railroad to a town
can be shown in the growth and prosperity of the towns of Verona
and Battle Creek.

In 1835, these two settlements, located only

a mile and a half from one another, were arch rivals, and were

pretty equally matched, each containing a saw mill, grist mill,
blacksmith shop, tavern, and two stores.

When it became known

that the railroad was coming through, both settlements vied
for their town to be located on the Michigan Central.

General

Ezra Convls, an early pioneer of the county, lived in Verona,

and it was though*, had he not died in 1838, that the Michigan
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Central would have been routed through this area.37

As It turned

out, however, the central line came through Battle Creek, which
afterwards grew considerably, whereas Verona did not.

Population

figures for 1884 showed Battle Creek, then a city with five
wards, to contain a total of 10,051 inhabitants, while Verona,
yet an unincorporated village, had only 207.
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The importance of the railroad to industry became very appar
ent to a city such as Jackson.

An account by a local newspaper

on the Michigan Central line through the city during the l870Ts
tells it

all:
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Factories line its tracks and spurs and find ease and dis
patch in shipping their products.
In addition the extensive
repair shops and car plants cover hundreds of acres and employ

upwards of two thousand workmen.
The railroad works and employees
make a city by themselves, and are constantly changing increas
ingly, and the future promises still greater developments.
As mentioned, other cities, in order to establish a link

to the railroad, soon built their own roads or spurs to connect
themselves to this new transportation facility.

Niles saw the

building of two plank roads soon after the railroad came.

In

March, 1849, less than six months after the railroad's arrival,
the Niles & Mottvllle Plank Road Company was formed.

A year

later, In March, 1850, the Niles & State Line Plank Road Com
pany was started and began building south.
.

latter enterprise was estimated at $20,000.

Capital for this
lin

had new connections to the north and the south.

Kalamazoo, too,

In 1848, a

plank road was constructed from Kalamazoo to Three Rivers, and

in 1850 one was completed to the north in Grand Rapids.

A reg-
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ular line of stages ran to both of these cities, and the latter

road provided an important link to the growing Grand Rapids until
the Detroit & Milwaukee Railroad reached that city eight years
later.
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As evidence of Its importance, it should be noted

that when the Detroit & Milwaukee Railroad did reach Grand Rapids,

it put the stage line running between these two cities out of
business.
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Another important feature of the railroad's arrival was
the establishment of another form of communication, the tele

graph.

Although invented in 1844 by Samuel Morse, by 1848 lines

had been strung west from Detroit as far as Jackson and Marshall.

During that same year It (The Erie & Michigan Telegraph Company)
extended west to Kalamazoo, and eventually reached Chicago.

The telegraph's role was an important one to the railroad, as

problems along the line could be reported and taken care of
much sooner, plus persons living near the telegraph office could

come to the cities in which they were located (i.e. Jackson,

Marshall, Kalamazoo, etc.) to send messages to the east or west.
The arrival of the railroad also had a large effect upon

agriculture.

In areas where rail lines were established, far

mers found a means of transporting their products to larger
markets outside the communities in their general vicinity.

Particularly this can be seen in wheat and flour production,
both of which soared upon the building of the railroad.

The

following tables show both wheat and flour production for Jack

son, Calhoun, and Kalamazoo Counties during the period 1837 -
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1854.
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Wheat Production

(no. of bushels)

1837

County
Jackson
Calhoun
Kalamazoo

1840

1850

1854

163,000

177,000

477,000*

65^7000*

105,000
104,000

193,000
171,000

391,000*
228,000*

481,000*
354,000*

Flour Production

& Capital Investment In Milling
1840

County

Jackson
Calhoun

Capital

Flour

1850*
Capital
Flour

1854*
Capital

Flour

$ 83,000 $99,000 $146,000 $310,000 $147,000 $223,000
$135,000 $81,000 $
$
$287,000 $561,000

Kalamazoo $ 11,000 $39,000 $ 78,000 $175,000 $ 50,000 $ 86,000
Further Improvements

One of the problems experienced by the railroads, most par

ticularly the three cross state lines, was their lack of busi
ness during the winter months.

The main reason for this was

the problem of lake transportation during this season, which
became impossible when the lakes were frozen over.

Today, with

modern Ice cutter cragt, we cannot appreciate the problem but

during the 19th century It practically severed trade for Michigan
with the east.

In the 1850!s therefore, it was greeted with much enthusi

asm (especially by John Brooks and the Michigan Central) the
building of the Great Western Railroad line across southern

Canada.

By 1854 this railroad was completed from Niagara Falls

to Windsor, Canada.

Even though bridges across the falls, and

between Detroit and Windsor wasn't completed for a few years,

*indicates years In which the railroad was present.
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It still allowed for Increased trade between Michigan and the
east during winter months.
Jackson

Improvements in Jackson's transportation facilities con
tinued, both with the coming of the railroad, and on into the
late part of the century.

Soon after the Internal Improvements

Act, a state road was laid out to White Pigeon In 1839.

This

road would later be extended to Three Rivers and become part
of the route known as U.S.

12.

In response to the construction

of the Michigan Central, a plank road was built In 1849 to Eaton
Rapids.

Railroad construction continued on during the l850's,

60's, and 70's as well.

In 1857 a railroad was finally completed

from Jackson to Toledo.

The Erie & Kalamazoo Railroad, one of

the first In the state, was bought out by the Michigan Southern

(later to become the Michigan Southern & Northern Indiana Rail

road) which finished building the last thirty miles north from

Palmyra by the end of the year.

Originally planned In 1846,

the Grand River Valley Railroad finally started construction

of Its railroad in the late l860's.

By 1870 this company had

completed a line to Grand Rapids, passing through Charlotte
and Hastings along the way.

The Jackson, Fort Wayne, & Cincin

nati Railroad had, by 1869, been built south from Jackson to
Reading, Michigan.

During the next year it had been completed

as far as Angola and Fort Wayne, Indiana.

In 1868 the Michi

gan Central Railroad built another line from Jackson to Niles.
This railroad, known as the Air Line, took a little over three
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to complete, and, showing the Importance of it to the city,

was partially funded ($46,000) by the city of Jackson.

Another

railroad In which the city contributed money ($50,000) was the

Jackson, Lansing, & Saginaw Railroad.

By 1866, the line existed

from Jackson to Lansing, and by 1875, ran uninterrupted to Mack

inac City, 336 miles away!

The only other prominent line built

was that of the Cincinnati Northern, which was completed to that

city by 1900.

To show what a transportation center Jackson

had become by 1903, it was shown in that year that there were

70 or more passenger trains and 100 freight trains leaving town

daily.
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The effects of railroad construction along with other

road work had clearly been shown in this city, which, in 1904,
had a population of 25,300, 6th largest in the state.
Marshall

Marshall, although a boom town during the thirties and

fourties, showed little in the way of additional transportation
facilities after the coming of the Michigan Central Railroad.

Plans, first considered in the thirties, for building a railroad
to Toledo, Ohio were never carried out by the Erie & Kalamazoo
Railroad.

Although improvements on existing roads were made,

and many streets added, no major transportation facilities were
added to this town prior to the turn of the century.

Part of

the reason, as we shall see In the next chapter, is that Mar
shall never developed Its industry enough to warrent the build

ing of additional lines through this town.

(Note:

Marshall
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was part of an Interurban line, which was put in from Kalama

zoo to Detroit, but not finished until the early 1900's 5).
Battle

Creek

Battle Creek, unlike Its neighbor, Marshall, did show some

Improvements and additions to its transportation facilities after

the Michigan Central Railroad came through.

In 1869, the Grand

Trunk Railroad built a line which ran from Charlotte through

Battle Creek southwest to South Bend, Indiana, and was completed

In 1872.

Later this line had an extension running to Chicago.

In 1889, the Goshen Division of the Michigan Central Railroad

Company was formed and built a line south from Battle Creek
to the Michigan Southern & Northern Indiana line at Goshen,
Indiana.

It has been said that the railroad did much to stimu-

late Industry.
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Whether or not the railroad was totally respon

sible remains to be seen yet can be noted that industry in Battle

Creek did flourish, as will be shown, during the latter part
of the 1880's.

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo, also, showed some development In its transpor

tation facilities after the mid part of the century.

In 1867,

the Kalamazoo & Schoolcraft Railroad Company was formed.

It

was only the second railroad to come Into the city, extending
south to Three Rivers and Schoolcraft.

The year before, in

1866, the first pavement of the town, along Main Street, was
laid.

There was, too, much bridge building done during this
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time.

By 1882, there was an estimated 43 bridges in the village,

giving an idea of the traffic in and out of the town.

In 1887,

the start of the Chicago, Kalamazoo, & Saginaw Railroad began,
being built at this time, to Hastings.

Later, this track was

extended to Woodbury and Pere Marquette.

By the l880's the

interurbans started coming on the scene.

Although a line extend

ing to Grand Rapids and Detroit wasn't built until after the

turn of the century, by 1884 horse drawn trolley cars ran through
out the city.

By 1893 they became electrically operated and

allowed persons to ride in and out of town to work.

Their effects

were very evident by the increased value of suburban real estate.
The effect which the coming of the railroad had upon Kala

mazoo can be evidenced by an article published in the Kalamazoo
o

Gazette on November 25, 1870.

It reported the following:
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Now that locomotives are in motion, Kalamazoo Is enter
tained from morn 'til night with the music of their whistles,
and the muffled runbling of the long train of cars which fill
the depots with the clatter of moving merchandise, and the hotels
with travelers, and the streets and stores with people seeking
pleasure or business.

Niles

Niles, much like Marshall, showed little or no additions

to its transportation facilities after the l840's.

Part of

this may be due to the fact that this town was so near to Chi
cago, a major distributor, and South Bend, also large, that It
did not need any further ties of this nature.

Also, Niles pos

sessed, as we shall see, a strong river tranportation system,
so relied less on newer and additional roads.

None-the-less,
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this town In 1845 saw the construction of a second major bridge,
built along Main Street.

In 1868, this same bridge was replaced

by a newer and stronger Iron bridge which could better sustain
the increased and heavier traffic across this waterway.

This

same year saw the addition of Niles' only other railway during
the 19th century, known as the Air Line Railroad Company.

This

particular railroad, as was mentioned earlier, extende north and

east, terminating at Jackson.

Like the other four cities in

this study, Niles did have its interurban, established after
the turn of the century.

It ran north to a terminus at St.

Joseph, and south through South Bend.

Another Transportation Facility
River Transportation

To many other modes of transportation, the rivers, which
are numerous in Michigan's lower peninsula, presented an obsta

cle, or Impediment to travel.

Ferries, and later, bridges had

to be constructed across these natural waterways as improved

roads were built.

The rivers, however, played another role;

that of moving supplies and consumer goods from one market to
the next located along the route of the river.

The history of river transportation goes back many years.
The Indians and early fur traders were noted for using these
waterways in their birch bark canoes.

Later, more sophisticated

means of traveling up and down the rivers were developed.

One of the points of the Internal Improvements Act called
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for the building of two canals between rivers on the east and
west sides of the state.

The purpose of these canals were to

allow for a shortcut between Lake Erie and Lake Michigan, cutting

down on the time it normally took In going around the southern

peninsula via Lake Huron and the Straits of Mackinac by steam
ship.

Unfortunately, due to the financial woes of the state,

funds for these projucts were just not availible.

Most of the

existing money for this act went to the building of the rail
roads.

As of the 1830's and early 40's, towns along these rivers
49
were considered to be future Important port cities.
The city

of Marshall during its boom years in the l830's was highly publlclzed for Its location at the headwaters of the Kalamazoo River.

Another part of the Internal Improvements program called for
improving navigation on the Kalamazoo River from its mouth to
51

the settlement of Kalamazoo.

The amount of work done on the

river was little, again due to limited funds, yet, by 1841, a
line of flatboats was started by David Walbridge, and ran from
Kalamazoo to the mouth of the river, at present day Saugatuck.

The St. Joseph River was another heavily used waterway

during the 19th century.

In conjunction with the coming of

the Michigan Central, by 1849, steamboating was conducted up

and down this river by B.F. Fish and others.^

The port at

Niles was noted as a good location for loading and unloading

from this railway, and goods were transported both to and from
port cities of South Bend and St. Joseph during this time.
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An interesting point is that this same facility in Niles proved
to be competetive with the railroad as well.

During Its early

years, the Central received complaints from its customers in
the Kalamazoo area as the railroad charged more to carry a ton

of freight from this city to Droit than it did from Niles to
the same location.

The management of the line admitted that

due to riverboat competition on the St. Joseph River that rates
in Niles had to be kept lower to be competetive.

Even so, this competition didn't last long.

With the improve

ment of the rail lines within the state (i.e. introduction of

iron T rails, more dependable locomotives) there also came a
decline in the use of this form of transportation.

In Niles,

a firm continued to build schooners for use on the Great Lakes

but most of this was directed toward lake navigation as opposed

to river transportation.

Like the plank road, river transpor

tation was, for the most part, to become a thing of the past.

Conclusion

The settlement of Michigan, therefore, owes much to the

development of Its transportation resources and facilities.
From the earliest settlers to the more modern travellers of

the late nineteenth century, all have depended upon these means

of transportation to help facilitate their movement.

Beginning with the completion of the Erie Canal In 1825,
a migration of New Endlanders, particularly New Yorkers, started

coming to the state.

With this Influx of new settlers coming
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to the state.

With this Influx of new settlers coming In, the

building of newer and better facilities had to take place to
keep up with this flow.

Beginning in the l830's, wagon roads, such as the Territor
ial and Chicago Military Roads, started replacing old Indian

trails, and allowed pioneers to more easily move both their
families and their provisions.

The use of stage lines as well

as the coming of the railroad also had a large effect upon these
communities.

The nineteenth century saw the building and deter

ioration of plank roads; the use of river tranporatatlon to

move people and supplies also was a factor.

Other forms of

transportation, to Include better built roads and interurban
lines came along toward the end of the century but also had a
role In the cities' development.

Over the entire century these

towns truly had experienced an evolution in transportation.

Although It can be argued that these facilities weren't
alone reason enough for coming to an area, It still can be shown

why, due to early and continued development of the tranportation
facilities, people moved to cities like Jackson and Battle Creek,
and not to towns like Verona and Millport (in Kalamazoo County),
which were "off the beaten path", and never really developed.

During the latter part of the century Niles and Marshall had
not shown much Improvement in this area, and it reflected In

their populations.

Jackson, Battle Creek and Kalamazoo all

had seen much development of this area, and consequently, a

larger number of persons came to these towns and eventually
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settled.
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Chapter 4
Industrial Growth & Development

The growth and development of industry and manufactured

goods played an important part in the growth and development of
Michigan's cities.

The establishment of these shops, which would

later give rise to factories and plants, created jobs which attrac
ted many types of individuals to the cities.

Many non-Michi-

ganians, including both native-born and foreign-born people

took jobs in these places.

Although the demise of the small

farm didn't take place for over a century, the opportunities of
making money attracted many a young person off of the farm and
into the city to earn a living.

The development of technology

and industry would also see the principle of division of labor
used along with the specialization in jobs.

The end result of

this was the need for technically trained, and consequently

higher paid individuals to come into these factories to work.
Early Industry

Prior to i860 manufacturing was not of primary importance

to the state of Michigan.

Capital investments for the state

in that year totalled only $35,303,590, and the number of employees

engaged In this field numbered only 22,827 (3.05$ of the state

population), with an annual product value of $33,068,971.
The reason for this slow growth can be attributed to several

factors.

First, the extent of the market prior to i860 was

very limited, with most manufactured goods and products being
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sold within the state.

This was largly due to a lack of good

transportation facilities to carry these goods along with raw
materials to and from distant markets.

Secondly, technology

by i860 was just beginning to advance, with the replacement of
hand tools with power driven machines and the transfer of manu

facturing from the household (for home use) to the shops and
eventually the factories.

Lastly, the consumer group within

this limited (by area) market was relatively small but after
i860 had grown to a more sizable population with the growth of
2

these cities and the area around them.

Although on a small scale, early Industry did exist in
Michigan's cities, and in many cases their location was chosen
with this in mind.

The first mills built required the harness

ing of water power (which was later replaced by steam power)
and the location of good water power sites became important
factors to the location of these towns.

Jackson, which was

located on the Grand River, was noted as an excellent site,

and by 1831 the team of Bennett & Thompson built a saw mill
3

at this location.

Marshall, located on the Kalamazoo River,

was also a good spot, as during this same year a saw mill was

erected, and a year later the first grist mill was built.

Battle

Creek was also noted for Its placement at the Intersection of
Battle Creek, its namesake, and the Kalamazoo River, however

It wasn't until 1835 that Its first sawmill was built by Sands

McCamley.

Kalamazoo by 1834 also had a grist mill built along

the banks of its river.

Niles, located on the St. Joseph River,
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had both a saw mill and grist mill built within its settlement

by Obed Lacey in 1830.

Later other factories built in these

towns would utilize the excellent water facilities of these

areas with which to power their factories.
The first sawmills were of vital importance to the new

towns.

They were and continued to be the chief commercial source

as the production of lumber remained the top industrial product

in all but 14 counties by i860.

Their numbers increased in the

villages, an example of which was Niles In 1854, with a total
of five of these mills.

Kalamazoo was close behind with four,
5

and Marshall, Jackson, and Battle Creek each had three.

Although

their numbers decreased after this time the effects of these

mills were indeed evident.

Niles briefly became known as a

paper center during this time.

By 1880, some of its largest

Industries included the following mills:

Michigan Wood Pulp

Company, Niles Paper Mill Company, and Badger & Bernard, owners
ofthe Cascade & Linden Sawmills.

Although their predominance

had decreased since that time (due partially to much of the good

lumber being used and also to the rise of other Industries)
these mills are still very evident throughout lower Michigan.

Another major center for commerce in the city and one of

the leaders by the value of their annual product were the flour
ing mills.

Due to the rich agricultural area in which these

cities were located, plus the transportation facilities which
lead into the towns from the rural areas, they became excellent

centers for farmers to bring their grain In to be milled and
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sold for distribution.

In the Niles area, before Obed Lacey

had ever laid eyes upon the future town (yet even considered
building a mill), two brothers, Eli and David Ford, came to the
area from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and built one of the first

grist mills in Western Michigan in 1827.

Although the operation

later folded during this early period, settlers from all dlrec6

tions brought their grain to this establishment to be milled.

By 1854 all five of the cities had at least two of these esta
blishments;

Battle Creek was listed with four while Jackson

and Niles both had a mill which was steam powered, showing the
7

arrival of a more sophisticated system of powering mills.

By 1864 each of these towns had at least three of these flour
ing mills, with Battle Creek having a total of five.

During

this year collectively these towns had over 233,000 barrels of
flour reported produced, while the state showed 1,319,923 bar
rels total.

If this flour had been distributed only to the popu-

lus of these five cities it would have averaged well over 9-5

barrels of flour per citizen per year!

The state proportion

of barrels produced to citizens was only 1.64 barrels, so that
truly these cities were noted for their mills as well as the
o

distribution of their products.

Major products of industry prior to i860 other than lum
ber and flour Included boots and shoes, staves, hoops (for bar
rels), shingles, sashes, doors, furniture, cooperage, saddles,

harnesses, wagons and carts, agricultural impllments, clothing,
and metalware.

Although not necessarily large In scope, their
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presence was evident in all of these five towns.

Jackson, by

1837, bad its first furnace and machine shop put in.
likewise, was not without early industry.

Kalamazoo,

During this same

year, Warren Burrel began the manufacture of carraiges, the
first of many manufacturing of this nature to take place In this
town.

In Battle Creek, due to a large number of clay deposits

in the area, a brick manufacturing plant was established in 1840.
In 1848 for this same town the firm of Nichols & Shepard began
operating a Vibrator Threshing Machine Plant.

In Marshall by

1833 a furniture manufacturing plant was in operation, and in
1836 this same town saw the building of its first foundry, fol
lowed four years later by the establishment of wagon manufac
turing by Holland, Adams, and Rhymes.

Niles, too, saw develop

ment with the organization of two industrial commodities; the

Niles Hydraulic Company and the Niles Manufacturing Company.

The Importance Of Industry To Population Growth

Industry cannot be left out of the picture when discussing
factors which stimulated population growth.

The coming of indus

try brought new jobs to a community and also stimulated the

local economy through the value of the products produced and
their distribution and sale.

The impact of industry can be seen

in towns like Jackson, Kalamazoo, and Battle Creek, whereas towns

such as Niles and Marshall, due to a lack of development In
early industry, and the failure to attract new industry, never

truly experienced any attributable growth associated with the
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arrival of industry.

The following pages show the leading industrialists in
each of these towns, listed by the number of individuals employed,
9

and by the value of their annual product.

1850

Battle Creek (Note:

western district only given)

Firm

Occupation
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill

1.
2.

N.J. Cushman
Hart & Gardine

3.
4.

William Wallace

Woolen Manufacture

Nichols & Shepherd

Furnace & Machinery
Woolen Manufacturer
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Blacksmith

5.

Charles Mason

6.

Gray & Company

7.
8.
9.

0. Williams
Sizemose & Co.
Titus & Cantine

10.

Adams

& Smith
Firm

Lard, Oil, & Candle Man,
Carriage maker
Occupation

Annual Product
Value

$26,300
$24,000
$23,750
$18,050
$10,000
$ 8,000
$ 7,400
$ 6,000
$ 4,996
$ 2,540
Number Employed

William Wallace

Woolen Manufacture

16 (5)

2.
3.

Nichols & Shepherd
J.G. Symons

Furnace & Machinery
Carriage maker

12
12

4.

Gray & Company

Shoemaker

5.

Hart & Gardine

Flouring Mill

8
8

6.

0.

8 (2)
7 (4)
5
4
4

1.

7.

Charles Mason

Shoemaker
Woolen Manufacturer

8.

N.J.

Flouring Mill

9.

Titus & Cantine

Lard, Oil, & Candle Man

Adams

Carriage maker

10.

Williams
Cushman
& Smith

( ) Indicates number of females Included In figure.

Jackson

Firm

1.
2.
3.

John Kennedy
Kerry & Hayden
Andrew Brown

Occupation
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill

Annual Product
Value

$49,512
$41,400
$25,660
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Jackson (cont.)
Annual Product

Occupation

Firm

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jacob Loud
Robert Graham

Joseph Beebe
George Yonkln
Moses Stanfield
Bennett & Washer
Warren Choate

Boots/Shoes
Boots/Shoes
Wagons
Boots/Shoes
Blacksmith
Furniture

Tin/Coffeeware

Occupation

Firm
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

George Yonkin
Joseph Beebe
Robert Graham
Jacob Loud

Boots/Shoes
Wagonmaker
Boots/Shoes
Boots/Shoes

Myron Callamer
Myron Crafts
Henry Foster
John Kennedy

Furniture

Case & Fortes
Samuel Palmer

Brickmakers

Chandlery & Asklng(?)
Machinist

Flouring Mill
Wagonmaker

Value

$19,000
$15,100
$14,600
$12,000
$ 6,000
$ 5,400
$ 4,550
Number Employed

32 (7)
30

30 (8)
19 (4)
8
7
6
6
6
6

Kalamazoo - no listings for this year.

Marshall

Occupation

Firm

1.

A. Wallingford

2.

S.S.

3.
4.
5.

O.C. Comstock
Abner Baker
C.H. Cook

Alcott

Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Grist & Flouring Mill
Shoemaker
Shoemaker

6.

C. Dickey

7.

Benedict & Kendry

Tinner

8.

Ethridge & Company

9.

S.

Furnace & Machine Shop
Cooper

10.

Hinekle

H.S.

Woodruff
Firm

Tanning Mill

Tanner

Occupation

Annual Product
Value

$61,000
$16,000
$ 8,000
$ 6,000
$ 6,000
$ 6,000
$ 6,000
$ 5,600
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
Number Employe

1.

Daniel Stone

Woolen Manufacturer

14 (4)

2.
3.

Ethridge & Company
S. Hinekle

Furnace & Machine Shop
Cooper

10

8
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Marshall (cont.)
Firm

Occupation

4.

C. Dickey

5.

Abner Baker

Shoemaker

6.

A. Wallingford

Flouring Mill

7.

C.H.

8.

Benedict & Kendry

9.

H.A. Woodruff

Shoemaker
Tinner
Tanner
Cabinet maker

10.

J.A.

Cook

Pendleton

Number Employed

Tanning Mill

Niles - no listings for this year.

Wa

lt canKnoted that none of the cities listed showed a very
large Annual Product Value or a large number employed.

Most

industries in these towns were as of yet little more than shops,

which, in some cases, later expanded and grew in number employed.

The major Industry, as mentioned earlier, was yet the flour
ing mill.

In future years this industry was over shadowed as

others came in, even though they hired more and grossed more
from their production.

As shown, the manufacture of wool was'also a big industry
for cities such as Jackson and Battle Creek.

Jackson, during

the 50's saw much growth, and became noted as having one of

the largest wheat and wool markets in Michigan.

In addition,

a discovery was made in 1857 of coal In the Jackson area.

A

mine was soon opened and supplied Jackson and the surrounding
area with this resource for several decades.

It might also be noted that Marshall had one of the largest
employers, not listed, as it wasn't considered an industry, in

the Michigan Central Railroad, who, In 1844, established shops
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to repair railway equipment.

After 1850 these shops were enlarged

due to Increased use of the railroad, and an estimated 75 - 120

people were employed during this time.

i860
Battle Creek

Occupation

Firm

Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill

1.
2.

S.C. Kellogg
Thomas Hart*

3.
4.

R.F. Zltery & Co.
William Wallace*

5.

Nichols & Shepherd*

6.

William Brown

7.
8.

Smith & Adams*
J.W. Oakley

Machine Shop
Carriage & Wagon maker
Tanning

9.

A.

Hardware

10.

Schoders

A.C.

Woolen Manufacture
Machinists

P. Factory (?)

Arnold

Occupation

Firm

Woolen Manufacture

1.

William Wallace*

2.
3.

Nichols & Shepherd* Machinists
Carriage & Wagon maker
Smith & Adams*

4.
5.
6.

William Brown
S.C. Kellogg
James Labour

Machine Shop
Flouring Mill

7.

S.S. Livingston

Cablnetware

8.

Neale & Company

Boots/Shoes
Boots/Shoes

9.

W.A. McDoral & Co.

Cablnetware

H. Soono
Burrisham &

Farming Tools

10.

Cooper
Co.

Annual Product
Value

$165 ,000
$ 66 ,000
$ 27 ,000
$ 25 ,500
$ 24 ,000
$ 23 ,000
$ 13 ,000
$ 11 ,000
$ 10 ,000
$ 10 ,000
Number Employed

17 (5)
16
15
12
10

9
7
7
7
6
6

Jackson

Firm

Occupation

1.

Waters, Luthrop &

Agricultural Tools &

2.

McNaughton
Hayden & Reynolds

Implements
Flouring Mill

3.

AiAffitftn & OTamlensonc Wagon Manufacturer

*lndicates top ten during previous decade.

cbought out business

from Joseph Beebe in 1852.

Annual Product
Value

$180,000
$130,000
$126,000
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Jackson (cont.)

Firm

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

H.A. Hayden & Co.

Flouring Mill

Henry Gilbert*

Furniture

Walter Fish
Frost & Crittenden

Boots/Shoes
Clothing

Emly & Counter(?)

Harness maker

Allen Bennett
Mead & Patterson

Marble Works

Firm
1.

Waters, Luthrop, &
McNaughton

2.

Austen &

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Occupation

Tomlenson

Occupation

Furniture

Boots/Shoes
Clothing
Cooper
Flouring Mill
Printer, Publisher, &

85,,000
34,,000
23,,189
15,,000
10,,000
10,,000
9,,000

Number EEmploye

Agricultural Tools &
Impllments
Wagon Manufacture

Henry Gilbert*

Charles Delano

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Sash, Door, & Blinds

Walter Fish
Frost & Crittenden
Delof Fisher

Hayden & Reynolds*

Annual Product
Value

200
100

82
25

Book Binder

9.
10.

H.A. Hayden & Co.

Flouring Mill

Emly & Counter (?)

Harness maker

Jirah R.

Sash, Door & Blinds

Levies

20
12
10

(15)

10

(1)

8
7
7

Kalamazoo

Firm

Occupation

Annual Product
Value

$ 97,750
$ 17,000

1.
2.

Lovett Eames

Flouring Mill
Machine Shop

3.

Volnay Haskell

Printer &

Luke W.

Sheldon Dodge

(Kalamazoo Gazette )
Rectifying
Agricultural Manufacturer

Ira Burdick

Stove Manufacturer

William Whitney

Soap, Candles & Potach

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

S.E. Walbridge

Whitcomb

Marvin Babcock &
Daniel W. Gustin Carriages

Joseph B. Cornell

Carriages

A

Shoe Manufacturer

&

G

Wilson
Firm

1.

Publisher

Babcock &

Gustin

Occupation
Carriages

$
$
$
$
$

14,500
14,500
14,400
14,350
13,540

$ 12,900
$ 12,400
$ 12,000
Number Employed
18
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Kalamazoo (cont.)
Occupation

Firm

Number EImpl

2.
3.

Sheldon Dodge
Joseph B. Cornell

4.
5.

Stove Manufacturer
Ira Burdick
Michael Rickendowel Cooper

11
10

6.

Dewing & Kent

Planing Mill

10

7.

A & G Wilson

Shoe Manufacturer

8.
9.

Lovett Eames
Thomas Fletcher

Machine Shop
Foundry & Machine Shop

Hofer

Shoemaker

10.

&

Weber

Agricultural Manufacturer
Carriages

15
15

(1)

9 (1)
8
8
8 (2)

Marshall

Occupation

Firm

1.

Ceresco Mills

2.
3.

George Ingersoll
Z. Gillotson & Co.

Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Coopering
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Iron Foundry

4.

Wm. P. Grienough

5.
6.
7.
8.

Emerald Mills
Custom Mills
James Monroe
C.B. Tarnes & Co.

9.

Philip Warner

Baker
Cabinet maker

10.

William Smith

Tin Shop & Hardware
Occupation

Firm

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wm. P. Grienough
Philip Warner
Chuck Webster
C.B. Tarnes & Co.
Cook & Hillam

Annual Product
Value

$165,000
$105,000
$ 94,000
$ 45,000
$ 35,000
$ 20,000
$ 13,100
$ 10,000
$ 10,000
$ 10,000
Number Employe

Coopering

40

Cabinet maker

12

Planing Mill
Baker
Shoemaker
Shoemaker

6.

William Knight

7.
8.
9.

James Monroe
Abner Baker *
Hollon & Martin

Shoemaker

10.

William Johnson

Blacksmith

C. Cooley

Wagon maker

Iron Foundry
Carriage maker

9
8
8

8 (2)
6
5
5
5
5

Niles

Annual Product

Occupation

Firm

1.

John Jones

Miller

Value

$144,000
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Niles (cont.)

Occupation

Firm

2.
3.
4.

Lacey & Gettmacher
Jones Chapin & Co.
Hall & Howard

Coopers
Foundry & Machine Shop

5.

J.S.

Samuel Bingham

7.

Parley Putnam

Tanner &
Miller
Miller

8.

Benjamin Deflorlst

Distillery

9.

G.A. Colby & Co.

Baker
Harness maker

MYB Charles

Jones Chapin & Co.

2.

Hall &

3.

Lacey & Geltmacher

4.

Benjamin Collins

5.
6.
7.
8.

J.S. Tuttle
John Jones
MYB Charles
SPS Hunstable

9.
10.

Howard

Moses Pentlgill
Benjamin Deflorist
GA Colby & Co.

Currier

Occupation

Firm

1.

$100,000
$ 48,800
$ 46,200
$ 28,000
$ 26,500
$ 25,500
$ 22,440
$ 12,480
$ 10,000

Miller

6.

10.

Tuttle

Annual Product
Value

Number Employe

Coopers
Foundry & Machine Shops

40
14

Millers
Brickmaker
Tanner & Currier
Miller
Harness maker

10

Boots/Shoes
Marble Worker

Distillery
Baker

9
6
6
6
6
6
5
5

It can be noted that by i860 flouring mills still dominated
the scene.

In all five of the towns they were where the money

was, and the annual product value was far higher than a decade

before.

The number employed In these places did not, however,

show much of a rise, with Jackson being the exception.

One

new industry in Walters, Luthrop, & McNaughton employed approxi
mately 200 while the already established firm of Austen & Tom

lenson now employed 100.

One thing that is worth mentioning

concerning this latter plant Is that the main work force in

the production of these wagons included cheap labor found in

the inmates of the Jackson prison (established 1838) which were
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WILLIAM WHITNEY,

a5Gandla m\i Pola
Manufacturer, near Eames' Foundry,

KALAMAZOO,

MICHIGAN.

TOP BUSINESSMEN - KALAMAZOO, i860

LOVETT- UfiM,
Inventor and Manufacturer of his Premium Hollow Chisel

17

DIRECTORY.

MARVIN BABCOCK.

Superior to any other Machine fo- nil discription* of Morticing.

D. W. GUSTIN.

BABCOCK & 'GUSTIN,

'

(Successors to C. S. Crittenden,)

EASV1ES' PATENT

'fl[,^
-

..

Corner Koso and Eleanor Ste.,

•0^!?^^k KALAMAZOO, MICH.
^••-•..^^•'^Zj^*'^''
V^~>=SJ^^=^

Constantly on hand and manufactured to

order, two-scat Extension Top Carriages, slido. scat Carriages, single Top Buggies, two-seat

TopBuggies, Democrat Wagons, lightTrotting Wagons, Sulkies, Slcighoand

CUTTERS.
Tho work will bo made inva

riably of tho best material,

n -r^- —^ > r\r« TX;-\ v,x>

j i ' J' \> ' ' 1» ,' ; / v './

Formanufacturing Wagon and Carriage Huh*, with which fn< <mini.«
can finish, from the rough -block, 4(H) Wagon Huh* per •!».>•.

Eames' Patent Automatic

GRAIN METRE,
Which is the only correct *enlo invented for weighing ami regis
tering grain automatiely.

and warranted.

All the above Machines manufactured and warrautod.

Also all kinds of work orduanly dono in Machine Shops.

Shop Head i Mm Street,
Near Baptist College

^LichigSLU.
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JOSEPH Bo CORNELL,

And Cutter Manufactory,
^

N.)S.€lor.Eoso&ISkaiiorSt8,t

KALAMAZOO,') MICH,,•j
Where ho keeps constantly on hand a largo
assortmentof Carriages of cvory descrip
tion.

Also, mado to order, on short

notice, all styles of open and top

Buggies, Slide-Seat Roekaways,
AND LIGHT WAGONS.

fl@r All Work Warranted in Every Respect..®*

TOP BUSINESSMEN - KALAMAZOO i860 (cont.)

JlIE3c3c!3«

THE

M®

5j

fciiT^SLi:

.

W

u

Established in 1835, has the

•T

T

fc/U

Of any Paper in Western Michigan. Terms $1.50.
ill

Advertising $1 per Square; per year, $6.
W © W B
'••\.

ra.OIS^EFTIL.'^r

-AuTTZEHSTDEID

*taken from the Kalamazoo Directory, i860

TO.

i^
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paid in the early stages only 50<fc a day.

12

i860 - 70fs

The l860Ts and 70Ts were considered good years for Michigan!s
cities in terms of industrial as well as population growth.

The

coming of the Civil War stimulated much manufacturing in Michi

gan.

Between i860 and 1870 the number of manufacturing esta-

blishments increased by 174$ and the amount of capital by 201$.
The following tables show the number of manufacturing establish

ments for the state plus figures for four of the five towns,
and the copital investments in real or personal estates for the
14

years listed:

MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS 1874
Type of Power

City

No.

Jackson
Battle Creek
Niles
Marshall

34

Steam Water Neither

27
22
22

25
7

0
10

11

7
4

9

1854
1.,220*

State

?

5

4

10
2

0
2

9

0

Employed

1,241
657

10.8
12.3
6.1
3.9

280
180

1864

1874

2,025

4,292

% of
Ttl Pop.

*number includes only flour mills, saw mills, breweries, and
distilleries.

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 1854 - 1874
in real or personal estates in businesses

City

Jackson
Battle Creek
Kalamazoo
Niles
Marshall

1854

i860

1870

1874

$143,750

$456,300
$386,000

$1,449,900
$803,050

$ 16,500
$200,000

$287,300
$245,201

$1,633,100
$1,031,250
$ 631,600
$ 322,700
$ 184,000

$ 15,700

13
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As these figures seem to indicate, there was considerable

growth in both the state and each of the listed cities in the

way of industrial growth.

For Battle Creek, in 1862 the erec

tion and operation of the first grist mill took place.

In 1869

Nichols & Shepherd built a large plant to replace their machine

shop.

Although other forms of Industry came to this community,

it was not until after the l880Ts that Battle Creek was to be

noted for its industry.

Consequently, Battle Creek's population,

although rising, did not show marked increases until the l880Ts
and 90fs, when the population more than tripled in a twenty

four year period (1880 - 1904, see page 13).
Jackson and Niles continued to build up their industries

in the years prior to the l880's.

For Niles the year 1868 saw

much activity in the way of building.

It was during this year

that the construction was completed on the first dam, an iron

bridge was constructed at Main Street, a reading house and opera
house were built, plus several factories were started, and the

first gas works were established in the Niles Gas Light Company.

Just four years later, in 1872, the Niles Paper Mill Company
was started, employing approximately 35 individuals, as was

Kricks Manufactury, noted for Its production of wagons and bug

gies.
cities.

Truly this was a period of prosperity for both of these
Jackson's population more than tripled in the twenty

year period between i860 and 1880, and Niles up until 1874 also
showed considerable growth, although after this time there was

a stationary and later decline in the population.

There is,
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interestingly enough, no mention, after 1872, of the addition
of any significant new industries to the city at least through
the turn of the century.

In Marshall, the period from i860 to 1870 saw the building
of several factories, to include the Rock River Paper Mill and

a large furnace by William Phelps, later to become the Simons Leedle Furnace Company.

fell by the wayside.

It was after this period that Marshall

In 1872, a large fire destroyed several

industries, most of which weren't rebuilt.

15

Even though the

following year saw the completion of a foundry and machine shop

by Julius Englemann, it also saw the removal of the Michigan
Central's railway shops from Marshall to Jackson, and the loss
of jobs to persons who continued to live in the Marshall area.

Marshall's potential as an Industrial center was falling fast,

and, unfortunately, so did its population.

The year 1870 was

the peak of this city's population throughout the rest of the
19th, and into the early 20th century.

Kalamazoo, although not listed in any of these tables, was
indeed actively engaged in industrial growth in the period fol

lowing the Civil War.

The year 1866 marked the founding of the

Kalamazoo Paper Company, the first in a long line of paper mills
which were to be located in the city.

Although this same mill

was raced by fire in 1872, It was soon rebuilt and enlarged
in the process.

This time period also marked the beginning of

cart and buggy manufacturing the city, with over half a dozen
of these firms being started during this time.

The Egleston
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Spring Works were among these establishments, and, as will be
seen, by 1880 employed close to one hundred in the manufacture
of carriage springs.

Another large industry to gain its start

during this time was the production of agricultural implements.
One of the first of these establishments started was that of

the firm of Lawrence and Chapin, founded in 1866 and noted for

their production of plows.

Manufacturers soon to follow included

D.C. and H.C. Reed & Company (makers of seeders and harrows)

and Phelps & Bigelow (builders of windmills).

Other industries

started in Kalamazoo during this time included Bush & Patterson,

and Dewing & Sons (sash and doors), and the Kalamazoo Tank &

Silo Company (established 1872 - maker of silos).
l880's

The following pages show the leading industrialists in these
towns for the year 1880.

Again, they are ranked by the number

employed in their firms and by their annual product values.
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1880

Battle Creek - no listings for this year.

Kalamazoo

Annual Product

Firm

Occupation

1.

Homill &

2.

Kalamazoo Paper Co. Paper Mill

3.

Lorenzo Egleston

De ContisC?)
& Co.
4.

Flouring Mills (3)

Value

$223,915

$221,441

Kalamazoo Spring & Axle Works $150,000

Phelps & Bigelow

Windmill Co. Windmill Manufacturer

$ 85,000
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Kalamazoo (cont.)
Annual Product

Occupation

Firm

1.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cahill Leroy & Co.

Sash, Doors, & Blinds
Carriage Springs
Sash, Doors, & Blinds
Flouring Mill
Agricultural Implements

Globe Casket Co.

Coffins

Bush &

Patterson

Harren Spring Co.
Dewing & Sons
W.R.

Breck &

Co.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Kalamazoo Paper Co.
Dewing & Sons
Lorenzo Egleston
Bush &

$
$
$
$
$
$

Occupation

Firm
1.
2.

Value

& Co.
Patterson

80,000
80,000
75,000
55,000
45,488
45,000

Number Employe

Paper Mill
Sash, Door, & Blinds

130 (49)
100

Carriage Springs
Sash, Doors, & Blinds

95
75

54

Den Bleyker Man. Co Sawmill
Kalamazoo Publish

ing Co.
A. Ghens(?) & Co.

Printing & Publishing
Agricultural Implements

51
50

Homlll

Flouring Mills (3)

45

Windmill Manufacturer

45

Agricultural Implements

40

&

De

Contis

Phelps & Bigelow
Windmill Co.
D.C. & H.C. Reed
& Co.

Marshall

Firm
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Annual Product
Value

Occupation

$246,300
$ 80,000

Flouring Mill
Perrin HJ Estade
Flouring Mill
John Hurley & Co.
Rock River Paper Co Paper Mill
George Ingersoll
Flouring Mill
Iron Castings
John Adams

$ 51,570
$ 50,000
$ 40,000

F. Edergenton(?)

7.

J.L.

& Sons
Dobbins

8.

W.W.

&

9.

Clevilaugh(?)
Kenderiach(?)

Sash, Doors, & Blinds
Tin, Copper, & Sheet Iron
Curer

&

10.

$ 30,000
$ 11,000

Abi

S.

Kunnes

George Bullard

Flouring Mill

$ 10,000

Carriages & Wagons
Iron Castings

$
$

9,000

8,000
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Marshall (cont.)
Occupation

Firm
1.

F.. Edergenton(?)

2.

&
John Adams

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sash, Doors, & Blinds
Iron Castings
Rock River Paper Co Paper Mill
Coopering
Edward Magu
Kenderiach(?)
& S. Kunnes
Carriages & Wagons
Sons

George Kendenach(?)

Blacksmith

Town &

Cooperage
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill
Flouring Mill

Behl

John Hurley & Co.
Perrin HJ Estade

George Ingersoll

Number :

35
20

16
8
8
8
7
6
6
6

Jackson

Occupation

Firm

1.

Austin, Tomlenson,

2.
3.

H.A. Hayden & Co.
George F. Smith

4.

Withington &

5.
6.
7.

Bortree Man. Co.
Schultz & Pattler
R.H. Emerson & Co.

8.

Miles Meyer & Co.

Mid Purifin Co.

Cooley Man. Co.

9.
10.

W.N. Woodsum & Co.
R.H.

Flouring Mill

$350,000
$346,000

Machinery

$256,452

Agricultural Implements

$254,795
$180,000
$120,000
$ 85,000
$ 78,955
$ 72,000
$ 60,000

Com.* Carriages & Wagons

Wibith Man.

Emerson &

Co.

Annual Product
Value

Corsets

Cooperage
Wood Pulp
Sash, Doors, & Blinds
Boots/Shoes
Drugs & Chemicals
Occupation

Firm

Number Employed

1.

Bortree Man.

Corsets

295 (200)

2.

Agricultural Implements

212

3.

Withington &
Cooley Man. Co.
Austin, Tomlenson,

4.
5.

& Wibith Man Co.*
Schultz & Pattler
E.A. Sutter

Carriages & Wagons
Cooperage
Cigars

150
70
66

6.

George F. Smith

Co.

Mid Purifin Co.

Machinery

7.

Henry Gilbert*

8.
9.

Machinery
Hibbard & Smith
Machinery
Bennett Machine Co.
W.N. Woodsum & Co.
Boots/Shoes

10.

Furniture

55
50
50
42
40
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Niles

Annual Product

Occupation

Firm

1.

Michigan Wood
Pulp Co.

2.

S.G.

3.

Sanders Brothers

4.
5.

S. & G. Lacey
Coopering
Niles Paper Mill Co Paper Mill

6.

Badger & Bernard

Sawmills

7.

Collins & Carey

8.

Murray Elijah

Soap & Candle makers
Carriages & Wagons

9.

Dodge RR Stand
Pipe Co.

Iron Pipes

Fred Smith

Meat

Wood Pulp

$ 70,000

Carriages & Wagons

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Krick

Kricks Carriage M

10.

Meat

1.

Michigan Wood

2.

S.G.

3.

Niles Paper Mill

4.

S. & G. Lacey

5.

Welling Chilled

6.

Murray Elijah

7.

J.L.

8.

Dodge RR Stand

9.

Pipe Co.
Collins & Carey

Pulp Co.
Krick

Plow Co.

Reddick

Fenton Prank

Packers

Packer

Occupation

Firm

10.

Value

45,000
43,075
30,000
21,800
20,000
20,000
18,000

$ 10,000
$ 9,800
Number Employed

Wood Pulp
Carriages & Wagons
Paper Mill
Coopering

58

Plows

25

Carriages & Wagons
Wagon Manufacturer

20
12

Iron Pipes
Soap & Candle makers
Clothing Manufacturer

35

35 (9)
25

9

8 (2)
8 (3)

As the figures show, Jackson was the leader in terms of
number employed and the value of the products produced in these
industries.

Jackson, unlike Marshall and Niles, had big indus

try and depth as well, demonstrated by each of these top ten
industrial firms, employing over forty people, which was larger
than Marshall's top industry and Nile's second largest firm.
Kalamazoo, also, was moving from shop manufacturing to the lar
ger plant operation, and more and more jobs were becoming availl-
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KALAMAZOO ItURINKHS WUECTOUY.

The Original Kalamazoo
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Kalamazoo Wagon Co.,
Manufacturers and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in all kinds of
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| New Spring Tooth Broadcast Seeder and Sulky Harrow.

>

>
rsj

O
O

c»

SWELL BODIES AMD PORTLAND GUTTERS.

o

!

" Original" Kalamazoo Spring Tooth Harrow.

.GUARANTEE THEIR WORK.FIRST-CLASS

I BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!
I

~

;

:

—

This firm have had large experience in Carriage building and

IN

EVERT

RESPECT.

•

j Careful farmers will not invest their money in "ex-

i

This is the Largest Factory in the State,

perimental" farm implements. It does not pay.

i

GTOur goods will give COMPLETE SATISFACTION. They are recommend*
ed by everybody who has used them. Call at our office for Prices.

j.

D: O. & H. C. REED & CO.,

i Office, Main Street, near 6. R. &I. R. R. Depot.

.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

and Fanners can buy a First-Class Buggy or Carriage of this firm cheaper than
•the same can be bought elsewhere in Michigan.
DO NOT FAIL TO CALL AND SEE US BEFORE PURCHASING.

Office and Manufactory corner Porter and Ransom Streets.
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TOP BUSINESSES - KALAMAZOO, 1880 (cont.)*

THE PAPER IN THIS DIRECTORY
WAS MADE BY THE

OFFICE AND. MANUFACTORY:

Two Miles South ofPost Office, Kalamazoo.
*as taken from the Kalamazoo Directory, l88l
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ble in both of these towns as a result.

For Kalamazoo, a sec

ond paper mill was built by l8959 and by the turn of the century
Kalamazoo surpassed Jackson as the leader for the number of
industries of the five cities as well as the leader by number

employed there.

It should be pointed out that at the same time

Kalamazoo!s population surpassed Jackson's, which never again
would regain that lead.

Battle Creek, although having no listings for that year,
did increase its industries considerably.

Beginning in Decem

ber, 1884, H.P. Bechman began experiments on a flatbed printing

press capable of high speeds.

By 1890, after six years of exper

imentation, he had perfected and patented what was known as the

Duplex Flatbed Newspaper Press.

This press was capable of print

ing 4,000 newspapers per hour, and soon became known (and used)
throughout the world.

The Duplex Printing Press Company was a

very successful operation, perfecting and producing a rotary

press by 1904, which was also widely used.

18

Another development which was to have a huge impact on

Battle Creek's industry was the arrival in the mid l890rs of

the prepared food industry.

Beginning in 1895, C.W. Post* fcegan

manufacturing a cereal known as "Postum" and became a great suc

cess, starting what was termed a "cereal boom" in the town.
In 1897 the Battle Creek Food Company under William Heffley was

started, as was the Moko Health Drink Company.

In 1899, the

idea of preparing food from the kernels of nuts was discovered

*Post today is the maker of Grape Nuts, and is still a large
cereal company.
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by W.K. and Winifred Kellogg, and gave rise to the Sanitus Nut

Food Company.

Other companies soon sprung up. In 1901, the

Korn Krisp Company was established, manufacturing the first
flake food, which proved successful.

Between 1901 and 1905

these companies continued to multiply, and at one time there

were thirty two of these food manufacturing concerns in the city.

19

Battle Creek owes much to this industry because it has made the
city known nationwide as the home of cereal manufacturers (i.e.
Kellogg's and others).
Other big industries which started up during this time

included the Advance Pump and Compressor Company and the Ameri

can Steam Pump Company.

The latter extablishment regularly

employed 250 workers, not to mention an additional fifty persons in office personnel and travelling salesmen.

20

In accord

ance with the industrial growth, there was a tremendous influx

of people to this city during the late 19th and early 20th cen

tury, filling up these jobs.

Battle Creek's population, conse

quently, grew during the l890's and early 1900's at an unbelieva

ble rate of 121£ for the period 1884 to 1904 (see chart, page 21).
Marshall and Niles, unfortunately, didn't share in the same
growth as Battle Creek did.

Niles, although having a couple

of relatively large industrial firms, had at best only a gew
while Marshall had even less.

In the twenty-nine year period

following 1874 Marshall added only ten more manufacturing esta
blishments to its total (of 32 for 1903), and only 119 more

persons to its labor force (for a total of 399), while Niles,

EMO

HONORS COLLEGE
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which added only two more firms over this period (for a total

of 24), had employed 565 additional persons (a total 745).
Why this slow and very apparent lack of growth?

The following

is an account by the Good Roads Secretary, Willard M. Bryant,
in a speech given in 1921 concerning Marshall:
Marshall has been severly criticized for its lack of initi
ative in not hustling for new industries at the time when they

might have been secured. But when we visit some of the bustling,
rapidly growing towns, with their dirty slums and unpaved streets,
their unfinished, half naked appearance, and then note Marshall's
fine business streets, its beautiful homes and general completed
appearance, we wonder which after all is the better place to
reside in.

Yes, and yet another testimony to the fact that bigger
isn't necessarily better.

However, in terms of industrial growth

we find that success builds upon success.

One Marshall had

fallen behind., the successful towns of Battle Creek and Jackson,
where the commerce was already strong, it became very difficult
for a town such as Marshall to attract industry to its area

considering the nearness of these two other towns.

course, had a little different problem.

Niles, of

The nearness of Chicago,

and the large consumer market there, had a tendency to draw many
of Niles local merchants away from their town and into the windy
city.

Although Niles didn't show much of a net gain in terms of
her overall industrial growth, it might be pointed out that
several new industries were established during the latter part

of the century.

The paper industry continued to flourish during

this time, with the formation of the Niles Paper Mill in 1872
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and the Ohio Paper Company in l88l.

By 1899 these two firms

merged and became the Niles Board & Paper Company, employing
90 and having a payroll of $36,000.

The French Paper Company

(formerly Michigan Wood Pulp Company) was another contributing
industry of this nature, at one time employing 225 and having
a payroll of $110,000.

Together these two establishments even

tually controlled the entire water power which Niles had to
22

offer.

In addition, Niles saw the formation of several other rela

tively large industries.

In 1876, the Joseph Skalla Furniture

Company was started, followed soon after by the Reddick Hardware

Specialties in 1880, which employed 35 at one time.

Other firms

begun included the Earl Storms Company (started 1891 - employed
15), Kompass & Stoll Furniture Company (started 1897 - employed
45), National Printing & Engraving (started 1901 - employed approx-

imately 100), and the Garden City Fan Company (started 1902).

23

Even with their arrival, the city still supported fewer industries
and workers than several of her counterparts.

At any rate, there appears to be a definite relationship
between the arrival of industry and the population growth of

a city.

The coming of industry gave rise to many jobs which

in turn attracted new inhabitants to an area.

Industry also

stimulated the commerce in the town and was instrumental in

bringing money to the town.

The following is a listing of some

of the top cities in the state and how they compare to these

five regional cities for the year 1903 in terms of manufactur-

94
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ing establishments.

MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS 1903

Population

Citv.
Datroit

Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo
Jackson

Battle Creek

Lansing
Niles
Marshall

In 1900

285,704
87,565
24,404
25,180
18,563
16,485
4,287
4,370

No.

Fact.

Persons

* Of
Ttl. Pop

Inspected

Employed

In Ind.

1,367

65,381

23.9$

379
140
127
108
97
24
32

19,219

22.'0*
30.7*
20.6$
26.9*

6,499
5,187
5,003
3,591

745
399

21.2*
17-3*
8.9*

The Wage Earners - Reasons For Moving?

The amount of money a worker could make in industry of

course depended upon his job description and his worth to the

company, but many times the city and factory he chose to work
in would also be a determining factor to his weekly wages.

Although no actual data is availible on the movement of indi
viduals to cities where the standards of living were better,

there are figures to show which of these cities contained the

higher wage employers, and how their population growth compared

to towns with less industry, fewer jobs, and poorer wages (not
necessarily together).

The big cities of course had the edge on industry, owning

the larger plants, and employing a more diversified (and more
highly skilled) number of positions.

Jons existing in Grand

Rapids and Detroit in 1890 included bookeepers, civil and marine

engineers, salesmen, foremen, designers, clerks (shipping, etc.),
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and stenographers.

Jobs such as these would not exist in towns

like Kalamazoo, Niles, or Marshall for several years following
this.

These same skilled personnel consequently were some of

the highest paid workers, and many maintained themselves in
these locales as opposed to the smaller towns for this reason.

The following pages give a listing of some of the top paid
employees in factories in different cities in Michigan.

Although

differences are evident, it must be noted that industries can

vassed included only those engaged in the manufacture of various
25

kinds of agricultural implements and iron working establishments.

TOP PAID EMPLOYEES

Job Description

1890
Weekly
Wage

Firm

Annual
Income

GRAND RAPIDS
1.
2.

Bookkeeper
Civil Engineer

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Foreman
Foreman

0.

Bookkeeper
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Foreman
Patternmaker

$34.61
$36.00
Wm. T Powers & Son
$27.00
Belknap Wagon & Sleigh Co $25.00
Butterworth & Lowe
$23.00
Perkins & Company
$23.00
Grand Rapids Brass Co.
$23.00
Grand Rapids Brass Co.
$22.00
Butterworth & Lowe
$21.00
Grand Rapids Brass Co.
$21.00
Butterworth &

Lowe

Perkins & Company

AVERAGE EARNINGS (all employees canvassed)

$10.35

$1,799.72
$1,512.00
$1,404.00
$1,300.00
$1,196.00
$1,196.00
$1,196.00
$1,144.00
$1,092.00
$1,092.00
$

538.27

BATTLE CREEK
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Molder
Woodworker
Machinist
Machinist
Molder
Woodworker
Woodworker
Molder

Nichols & Shephard
$19-50
Advance Thresher
$19.23
Battle Creek Machinery Co $19.23
Nichols & Shephard
$19.23
Nichols & Shephard
$20.00

$1,040.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$ 960.00

Union School Furniture Co $18.00
Nichols & Shephard
$18.00
Nichols & Shephard
$18.00

$
$
$

918.00
918.00
864.00
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TOP PAID EMPLOYEES 1890 (cont.)
Weekly
Job Description

Annual
Income

Wage

Firm

BATTLE CREEK (cont.)
9.
0.

Michigan Foundry Co.
Michigan Foundry Co.

$16.00
$16.00

$ :832.00
$ 800.00

$ 9.55

$

$1,750.00
$1,470.00
$1,470.00
$1,066.00
$1,040.00
$ 969.00

T Smith Middlings*
Supt. of Orders Dep Geo. T Smith Middlings*

$35.00
$30.00
$30.00
$20.50
$20.00
$19.00
$19.20
$16.50
$15.00
$15.00

$
$
$
$

960.00
792.00
780.00
720.00

AVERAGE EARNINGS

$ 8.89

$

462.30

$40.00
$38.46
$29.00
$27.00
$29.00
$25.00
$25.00
$24.75
$24.50
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00

$2,080.00
$2,000.00
$1,508.00
$1,404.00
$1,392.00
$1,300.00
$1,300.00
$1,287.00
$1,274.00
$1,248.00
$1,248.00
$1,248.00
$1,248.00

$ 7.56

$

$19.23

$1,000.00

$18.00

$

Teamster
Molder
AVERAGE EARNINGS

496.53

JACKSON
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
0.

Superintendent
Millwright
Millwright

Collins Manufacturing Co
The Knickerbocker Mfg Co
Collins Manufacturing Co
Geo. T Smith Middlings*
Geo. T Smith Middlings*
Geo. T Smith Middlings*

Painter
Foreman
Molder
Foreman Of Painters F.L.
Carriage Trimmer
F.L.
Saleman
Geo.

Elms
Elms

&
&

Co.
Co.

DETROIT
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
0.

Designer

Michigan Stove Co.

Foreman
Foreman
Stove mounter
Salesman
Molder
Foreman
Toolmaker

J.E.

Marine Engineer
Brass Finisher
Machinist
Molder
Brass Molder

Bolles

&

Co.

Roe Stevens Mfg Co.
Michigan Stove Co.
American Injector Co.
Griffin Car Wheel Co.
Detroit Stove Works

American Injector Co.
Byram & Co.
Penberthy Injector Co.
Samuel F Hodge & Co.
Russell Wheel & Foundry
Henry C Hart Manufact.

AVERAGE EARNINGS

392.88

KALAMAZOO
1.

2.

Machinist
Painter

Kalamazoo Wheel Co.
Kalamazoo R.R. Veloci

pede & Car Company

*short for George T. Smith Middlings Purifyer Company.

936.00
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TOP PAID EMPLOYEES 1890 (cont.)
Weekly
Job Description

Firm

Annual

Wage

Income

KALAMAZOO (cont.)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
0.

WODdMQrker
Steelworker
Machinist

Kalamazoo Wages Co.
St. John Plow Co.
Kalamazoo Foundry & Man
L. Cahill & Co.
Kalamazoo Wheel Co.
Kalamazoo Wheel Co.
Kalamazoo Wheel Co.
DC & HC Reed & Co.
Fuller Bros. Manuf. Co.

Painter
Woodworker
Wheelrimmer
Spokedriver
Blacksmith
Millwright

AVERAGE EARNINGS

$18.00
$16.50
$15.00

$
$
$

936.00
792.00
78O.OO

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00
$13.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

750.00
744.00
720.00
705.00
663.00

663.00

$ 7-56

$

392.88

The amount of money a worker could make in a job such as

a machinist, woodworker, molder, etc. initially may not have
varied much from town to town, but his or her room to expand

financially did.

The bigger industries could afford to pay their

top employees more.

Due to their experience, output, and many

times age, these fluctuations were justifyable.
Many factories in fact hired the younger inexperience teen

agers to work in factories as they wouldn't have to pay these
individuals as much, and could make up for experience with a

larger work force.

Companies such as the Detroit Machine Screw

Works and the Michigan Wire & Iron Works, both of Detroit, could

afford a larger work force, as a majority of their employees

were under age 20 and as yound as fourteen, working for wages

as low as $2.00 and $3.00 per week.

In most cases, these

youth lived at home with their parents to whom they turned over
their wages.
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Age seems to be a determining factor as to the wages paid
to those under age 21.

Once over this age, employers looked

more towards emperience and output.

Examples of these differ

ences in wages are many and below are listed just a few of them.

Phelps & Bigelow Windmill Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Page Manufacturing Co.

Position

Position

Machinist
Machinist
Machinist
Machinist

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Age Weekly Annual

45
25
22
15

$
$
$
$

9.00
9.00
5.00
4.50

$387.00
$387.00
$230.00
$139.50

Woodworker
Woodworker
Woodworker
Woodworker

Age Weekly Annual

39
21
18
14

$10.50
$ 8.50
$ 3.60
$ 3.25

$525.00
$425.00
$172.80
$162.50

Michigan Stove Co.

Detroit, Mich.
Position

Age Weekly

Annual

Designer
Stovemounter
Molder
Foreman

44
36
26
32

$40.00
$27.00
$25.00
$20.00

$2,080.00
$1,404.00
$1,200.00
$1,040.00

Stovemounter
Stovemounter
Laborer
Laborer

27
26
18
13

$22.00
$ 6.00
$ 4.50
$ 2.00

$
$
$
$

858.00
288.00
216.00
104.00

The population of the industrial towns rose sharply during
the latter part of the century as the need for a labor force
attracted many new people to the area.

Many immigrants moved

into these towns as was experienced by the rise of their popu
lation in towns like Grand Rapids and Detroit whereas Marshall
and Niles, not noted for their industry, showed little or no

change.

The following tables show population figures for these

towns along with the number of foreign born individuals in each,

27
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and how much (*) of the population these composed.

Of particu

lar importance, notice the difference between the large industrial
towns and their growth as compared to the smaller, less industri28

ally minded cities.

Populati on

1880 - 1904

City

1880

Detroit

Grand Rapids
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Battle Creek
Niles
Marshall

116,340
33,016
16,105
11,937

7,063
4,197
3,795

1884

132,956
42,298
19,100
13,909
10,051

1890

205,876
60,278
17,853

4,606
4,079

1894

1904

237,798
79,438
22,615
21,054

317,591

15,522

22,213

4,508
4,599

4,641
4,361

95,718
25,300

29,482

Foreign Born Population
1880 - 1904
1880

1884

1890

1894

Detroit

45,645

Grand Rapids

10,000

55,124
14,582

Kalamazoo
Jackson
Battle Creek
Niles
Marshall

2,734
3,128
834

4,078
1,443

81,709
19,404
6,420
3,614
1,636

94,849
25,660
5,879
4,098

783
708

710
577

City

769

3,507

2,025
702

669

1904
107,272

25,424
5,631
3,705
2,372

583
476

Per centage Foreign Born Of Total Population
1880 - 1904

1880

1884

1890

1894

1904

41.46*
34.47*
25.21*
29.32*
17.00*

39.69*
32.19*
35.96*

39.88*
32.30*

Kalamazoo
Jackson
Niles

39.23*
30.29*
22.90*
19.42*
18.32*

Marshall
Battle Creek

11.81*

17.36*
14.36*

33.78*
26.56*
19.10*
14.64*
12.56*
10.91*
10.68*

City
Detroit

Grand Rapids

27.92*
18.12*
15.57*

14.55*
13.05*
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So, the reasons for moving to a town could indeed be finan

cial.

How much a skill laborer made varied from town to town,

as did the number of availible jobs.

Industrial towns like

Detroit and Grand Rapids continued to expand industrially, as
did their populations.

Towns like Jackson, Battle Creek, and

Kalamazoo also continued to grow, but just not quite as fast,
while towns such as Marshall and Niles fell by the wayside in
the face of this competition.
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Chapter 5
Educational Facilities

The establishment of educational facilities cannot be over

looked as to the impact they made on cities in which they were

located.

To look at present day Kalamazoo is to look at a city

with four major college institutions (five, including Parson's
Business School), housing close to 30,000 students during the

regular school year (not to mention teachers and staff), and
their effect upon the commerce of the city has been more than
evident.

Although 19th century cities would never contain

institutions of this size, their numbers were considerable rela

tive to the population of the cities at the time, and provided

jobs for builders, teachers, and staff of these schools.

They

also represented a higher intellectual level for these towns,
as highly educated individuals were drawn to the city to teach,
and many of their graduates were to become future leaders in
Michigan towns.

The following is a short history on the devel

opment of these institutions and their effect upon these five
towns.

Jackson

Jackson has examples of several academic facilities which
flourished for a short while but soon died out.

It is noteworthy,

however, that there was an interest by several Individuals to
establish such institutions, and keep them going for a period
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of time.

The first such learning center was set up in 1838 by a
Reverend Marcus Harrison, and known simply as "The Academy".
It's main appeal was to patronize only to advanced scholars,
which it did until 1850, at which time it closed due to dwin

dling ranks.

Likewise, a similar institution known as the "Sem

inary", established by General M.W. Southworth In the l840's,
folded within a decade of Its opening.

Neither of these schools

encompassed more than their founders as instructors, so that
their scope was somewhat limited in nature.

Another school, opened soon after the Civil War, did show
some level of success.

In 1866 General George M. Develin, a

Civil War veteran, opened the first business school in the town.

Appropriately named "Develin's Business School", this institu
tion showed at least some longevity, as by 1903 it was still

in operation.

Although General Develin passed on in 1898,

his son, Captain Harry Develin (also a Civil War vet), took
over the school and kept it going.
Reasons for a lack of further institutions of this nature

in Jackson are merely speculative.

One possible reason is the

close proximity of Ann Arbor to Jackson.

The success of the

University of Michigan overshadowed any school which could be
started in Jackson, and drew upon the ranks of this city for

students, as it was the oldest and most prestigious school in
the state.

Another reason is the track record of the schools
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in this town.

Prior to the l860's two of these facilities had

bombed out, and many people were probably leary of starting
up a similiar school which might also be destined for failure.

Marshall

Marshall, unlike any other town in Michigan, was the home
of two of the most important pioneers in the development of the
education system in Michigan, that of Isaac E. Crary, founder

of the public school system in Michigan, and John D. Pierce,
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the state and organ

izer of the school system.

Yet Marshall as a city was relatively

unsuccessful with its attempts to found its first college level

school.

Strange, too, for a boom town during the l830's which

had aspirations of becoming the future capital of the state.
Yet the very man who was to become so prominent in the field of

education for the state would be the same person who would oppose
the first institution in Marshall.

The first consideration for a

school in Marshall came in

I836, when the Presbyterians supported the idea of founding
a school in this town.

Sidney Ketchum and Reverend Pierce,

two early inhabitants of the town and supporters of the move

ment, were part of the committee to collect funds for the school,
which they were successful In doing from citizens from Marshall
and the surrounding vicinity.

All that was left to do was to

gain a charter for the school.

The charter was eventually granted and the school opened,
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but not without many problems along the way.

Reverend Pierce,

appointed Superintendent Of Public Instuction for the state
during this time, came up with a plan for a statewide system of
education, the purpose of which was to be the opening of a state
university with preparatory schools located throughout the state.

Backing this plan he therefore was opposed to granting a char
ter to a denominational college, even if in Marshall, as it
3

would distract from the success of the university.

After much

petitioning, both for and against the charter, It was still
granted.

Although the university had achieved its start it was ulti

mately destined to failure.

Lack of support along with a lack

of students caused Mr. Cleveland, its president, to write of
u

the school as being an "abortive enterprise".

Among its other

problems was a conflict between Mr. Cleveland and the Synod,
the latter of which wanted complete control over the school.
When Cleveland refused to allow the church to appoint certain

trustees and teachers to the school, the Synod withdrew its sup

port.

Under these conditions the school soon folded.

Although

a public school program was set up in the town, it was the first

and last time (during the 19th century) that an institution
of higher learning would be attempted for this town.

Battle

Creek

The story of education in Battle creek is, as is the case
with the city of Niles, a story of the development of a strong
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elementary and secondary school system, to complement the uni

versity and its branches (as under the Crary, Pierce plan),
yet Battle Creek was not among the towns picked for one of these

banch schools.

It was, however, early on a center for public

education, with the school district organized and the first

log school house built in 1834.

This log school house era was shortlived, as by 1838 a
framed school house was built, and stood as the center of learn

ing through most of the l840's.

It was during this period that

a library was added (1840) and the first high school for young
ladies was established.

This school tutored 15 to 20 young

women, with the honorable A.D.P. Van Buren as one of its first
5

principles.

The year 1847 marked the start of a new era of education
for the community, beginning with the building of the first

union school.

It was during this period (1847 - 1871) that

much building and improvements upon these facilities were made.

In 1850, a three story brick building was constructed for the
ladies school, followed by the building of a second union school

in 1856.

As an Indication of the growth of the town, total enroll

ment in the school by 1853 numbered 629 and receipts of the
school treasurer totalled $3,612.12, a substantial amount for
6

this time period.

Two more of these schools weee built within the next decade;

one in 1861 and the other in 1866.

It was, however, in 1870

that the first true public school was built, and was by far the
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largest of any school constructed in the city, containing a
museum, library, and labs.

At the same time this building was

going up, the Seventh Day Adventists were opening a "select"
sectarian school on Washington Avenue.

One of the first pupils

in this school was W.K. Kellogg, later to become the big cereal

producer.

This facility was to later grow and develop into what

was known as the Battle Creek College, the first institution
7

of higher learning to be founded in the town.

Although much building of these facilities did take place
during the 19th century, it was, as mentioned, primarily ele
mentary and secondary schools which were opened to fit the needs
of the existing population.

It is therefore questionable as to

how much of a factor it actually played in bringing more indivi
duals to this community.

Kalamazoo

From its earliest beginnins, this town was to be noted
for education and education was to play a large role in shap

ing this community's future.

Titus Bronson, the founder of the

town, forsaw the development of education, as in staking out

his future city in 1831, he made allowances for an academy.
And it wasn't a very long wait for this institution to be esta

blished, with the formation of the Michigan and Huron Institute
in 1833.

Due to the work of the Baptists, and particularly

Caleb Eldred and Reverend Thomas W. Merrill, funds were collected

and by 1836 a literary Institute was opened.
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Another development in education occurred in 1838 when
Kalamazoo was picked as one of nine towns in which branches

of the university (of Michigan) were established.

Although

cut off from funds by the University Regents in 1841, due to
lack of funds to support both the main Institution and its
branches, the school was incorporated into the Kalamazoo Lit

erary Institute (as it was called after 1837)
kept the school open after l84l.

in 1839, which

The branch school proved popu

lar, and as Volney Haskell, editor of the Kalamazoo Gazette

wrote, "had much to do with the education of Kalamazoo people
who were yound in its day".

Haskell himself was a graduate,

along with the likes of Daniel Hubbard and Paul Rawls, two pro
minent Kalamazooans, and A.D.P. Van Buren, a long time resident
of Battle Creek.

In an address at the reunion of members of

the school in 1885 Van Buren spoke of the importance of this
facility:

8

The Kalamazoo Branch had attracted and drawn together within

its walls a large number of students from various parts of the
state and from other states
The school itself was popu
lar
It was not long before the branch, under the sup
erior organizing power and able management of Dr. Stone, became
one of the best known and most popular in the state.

Truly Kalamazoo was fortunate to have two such able people
as Dr. James A.B. Stone and his wife, Lucinda Hillsdale Stone,

as the principle instructors at the school, which went co-edu

cational by 1855.

Conducted under the Baptist church this school

by the late l850's was to have over 400 students.

Although

experiencing some hard times in the early sixties (due to the
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Civil War and the Ston's resignation), enrollment again rose

during the l870's and 80's for this institution, which is bet10

ter known today as the Kalamazoo College.
Another institution soon to gain its start was the Mich

igan Female Seminary, which was formed in 1857 but wasn't offi

cially opened until 1867, due to the war.

This school cost

close to $100,000 for construction, and was backed primarily
by the Presbyterian Church.

It was noted as being a high class

school for young ladies, and proved to be successful, at least
through the turn of the century.

Originally built with accomo

dations for 300, by 1892 Dodge Hall was added and by 1903 a
two story brick building was constructed, containing a library.
Other schools established during this period included a

separate school for black children in 1861 and two parochial

schools, one being built by the Catholic Church in 1871, and
the other by the many dutch who had settled in the village.

This school was completed in 1895-

In addition, to keep up with

the rising population, other public schools were built prior

to 1900, and included:

Frank Street School (1870), Woodward

Avenue and Lake Street Schools (1880), East Avenue School (1882),

Lovel St. School (1884), Burdick Street School (1886), North

Westnedge School (1888), and the Central High School (1897).
In 1869 William F. Parsons came to Kalamazoo and established
the first business school in the town.

This institution was

to have a wide reputation, and gained students from many sur
rounding towns and cities.

One of its many graduates included
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W.K. Kellogg, the cereal manufacturer.

By 1892 the school was

so successful that a new building was constructed and the faci

lity moved near the corner of Westnedge and Michigan Avenue.
Another major institution was built by the Catholics in

1898 and became known as the Nazareth Academy (later Nazereth
College).

It had been conceived of nine years earlier when

eleven sisters from the Order of St. Joseph came to the village.

With their help this school, along with Borgess Hospital and
St. Anthony's School for the Feeble Minded were formed.
In addition to Nazareth Academy, another school was formed

and built just five years later.

In 1903 the Western State Nor

mal School was started, and was noted as a training school for

teachers for public schools.

This school was very successful

and has grown to become a major university, the fourth largest
school in the

state.

Although the Michigan Female Seminary was closed by 1907

(due to financial woes plus a declining enrollment), Kalamazoo
still maintained several educational facilities on the college

level.

The effect of these facilities was very evident to the

young town, as many students from throughout the state were
drawn to the town.

These institutions also brought people like

Dr. James A.B. Stone and Lucinda Hillsdale Stone, who both did

much for the town, far and beyond their teaching positions (see
pages XX).

One might conclude that these institutions of higher

learning brought not only a quantity of persons to the city
but also a quality of people, as Kalamazoo became known as the
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cultural center of southwestern Michigan.

12

Niles

From the beginning it looked as though Niles was to gain

its start in education as quickly as Kalamazoo.

By 1830, a

log house on Main Street was built and served as the first school

In 1836 an academy was opened, with two popular schools for young
ladies carried on, and just two years later, in September, 1838,
Niles, like its Kalamazoo counterpart, was chosen by the state
as one of the

sites of the branch schools from the main univer-

sity.
Unfortunately this school didn't sustain itself as well

as the one in Kalamazoo.

Like the school there, state funds

were cut off in the early l840's, but unlike that town Niles
didn't have a literary institute or other major institution

of higher education to fall back on or combine with.
this

school was

By 1846

abandoned.

What Niles did establish, much like Battle Creek, was a

strong union school program, beginning in 1854, when the district
was established followed by the construction of the union school

building in 1856.

This facility was later replaced by several

ward schools built around the city.

Enrollment in these schools

for the year 1903 totalled 1,042, with 142 of these students
on the high school level.

14

Although Niles wasn't noted as a center for higher learn
ing, it did maintain a relatively good public school program
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through the twelfth grade.

It should be noted that during the

19th century the level of education was much lower that it is

today, so that comparatively Niles provided an adequate program
for a small town, comparable to most towns its size.

As a fac

tor for growth, however, education didn't seem to play a large

part in attracting many newcomers to this community, and com
paratively few if any facilities were established in the latter

part of the century.

Part of the reason for this might be the

strong educational Influences of Kalamazoo, and the windy city,
Chicago.

This, combined with a small existing population plus

few surrounding communities to draw upon, made Niles a poor
place to locate a school after the advent of the Michigan Central

Line to the city.

The arrival of educational facilities did have an impact
upon towns in which they were located.

The establishment of

these institutions, particularly on the college level, played
an important role in attracting students from throughout the

region as well as highly educated teachers.

Most schools pro

duced persons, who in many cases would become future leaders
in these towns and the success of these institutions can be

shown by their continued existance, and in many cases by their
expansion, in both construction and enrollment.

Notes - Chapter 5

During the regular school year it is estimated that Kalamazoo's
population exceeds 100,000 persons, whereas it is listed at

85,555 for the year 1970.

This can be supported by enrollment
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Chapter 6
Individuals

"Behind every great town there were people."

Definitely

not a saying to replace the great man theory, however it is very
relevant in terms of the growth and development of the Michi

gan city.

Michigan's aspiring towns had many individuals who,

in their own way, took the Initiative and made an effort to

improve their town's status, whether it was the founding fathers

of these communities, or the leading industri-list of the l880's
and 90's.

It was upon these people that the town built its lea

dership and in turn it was these few persons who had the great

est effect of any of the inhabitants in shaping their town's
structure.

The next several pages contain short biographies

on some of these persons who played a role in the town's growth.
Also listed are the first settlers of each town, and the year
of their arrival to the community.

Niles

NAME - The town of Niles is named after Hezikiah Niles, editor

of the "Niles Register", a prominent newspaper in New England.
First

Settlers

1822 - Isaac McCoy

1827

-

David Ford
Eli Ford

1829

-

John Kenzie

Elijah Lacey*

Amanson Huston

William Justis*

Neal Sparks

Acenith Lacey
David Lacey

Morgan Wilson

A. Thornberry*

David Wilson

Daniel Wilson

Squire Thompson

Ephraim Lacey*
Isaac Gray*

Obed Lacey*

*although others had preceeded these individuals, It was there
seven people who came on a tour of inspection from Ft. Wayne in
1828 and conceived of a town on the St. Joseph River, which was

on the opposite bank from the Carey Mission.-1-
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Isaac McCoy

Born in 1783 near Uniontown, Pennsylvania, he moved with

his parents to Kentucky in 1789.
became licensed to preach in 1804.

In 1803 he was married and
This same year McCoy and

his wife emigrated to Indiana, where he preached to the Indians.
For the next eighteen years Reverend McCoy held sermons at var

ious places in Indiana and Illinois before coming to the Niles

area from Ft. Wayne on 10 August 1822.

He returned to Ft. Wayne

only long enough to come back to Niles with four other whites
and some of his Indian scholars, twenty-two in all.

Iaaac returned

to Indiana once more in December, after completing much construc

tion on the mission, and brought back his wife, five children,
six workmen, eighteen pupils and Indians, this time thirty-two
total.

2

Though not an ardent churchman himself, Lewis Cass,

territorial governor of Michigan, was active in supporting reli
gion in the wilderness of the future state and gave active encour
agement to McCoy to establish his Baptist mission among the

Pottawatomis at Niles.3
In 1825, McCoy was responsible for erecting a fouring mill,
which was run by horsepower, and was the first power mill within

many miles.

His mission was closed down in 1830, according

to one report, due to the influence exerted by bad whites upon
the Indians.

While at Niles Reverend McCoy began to explore the coun

try, and located a trail (Grand River Trail) running northeast,
through present day Dowagiac.

He found the old trail to be

a convenient means of reaching the Pottawatomi at Kalamazoo,
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and the Ottowas of Grand River, where he later established a
5
branch mission.

Although he actually never founded a town, Reverend McCoy
must be given credit for being one of the early settlers In the
area.

Due to the fact that an established mission was built

and located where it was when the Laceys and others came through

in 1828 might have more readily attracted their attention to
the area, and allowed them to see the excellent water power

privaledges which this location on the river provided.

It was

from missionaries like Isaac McCoy that the people from the

Fort Wayne area heard about the Michigan Territory, and it is
from this area that many of Niles' first inhabitants same.

The Lacey Family

Among the first newcomers to the Niles area included mem
bers of the Lacey family, and it was these same individuals
which had much to do with the establishment and development of

the future city.

Through three generations this family has been

recorded as holding impartanta. positions within the community,

and it was these people that the citizens of the village of
Niles based their early leadership.

The following is a short

family background of the Niles inhabitants of the Lacey family.
Ephraim Lacey

Ob'ed P.

,
William K.

Eli'jah
,J
David

David

,
Solon

,
Grenville

Aceriith
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Ephraim Lacey

What is known about the head of the Lacey clan Is little

more that what he did upon coming to the Niles area.

He resided

with his family in Richmond, Indiana before coming with his sons

and several others on their tour of discovery in 1828.

He moved

to the area with two of his sons (later followed by Obed) and

his daughter Acenith and helped lay out the first village plat

in August, 1829, assisted by his son, Elij.ah, William Justice,
and S.B. Walling.

In I83O he and his sons Obed, Elijah, and

David erected a saw mill on the Dowagiac Creek, taking advantage

of the location as a source of power for the operation.

He died

in 1832, his accomplishments being notable for the short time
6

he was a member of the young community.

Obed P.

Lacey

Eldest son of Ephraim Lacey, born in 1810 and a member of

the party to come on the tour of discovery in 1828.

Later the

next year he came to the area with his wife, Lucy, and their
children.

In I83O, he began the building of the first sawmill

and, in the same year, constructed one of the first grist mills
in the town.

Later in the year he assumed the role as the first

Register of Deeds in Berrien County.

Although no mention is

made as to his performance in this position, it couldn't have
been too terribly bad, for in the following year he became the
Supervisor of the township, the town clerk, and the first post
master.
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In addition, Obed was a member and co-founder (with his

brother Elijah) of the Dowagiac Hydraulic Company in 1837, and
was one of the charter members of the Broadway Bridge, the first

wooden bridge crossing the St. Joseph River, in 1836.

He, along

with several other members, helped raise the funds necessary

for building the bridge ($2,000), and by December of that year
the construction on this structure was completed, and replaced
7

the ferry used prior to this time.
As time passed, Obed Lacey was to move out of local poli

tics and up to the state scene.

In 1843 he was elected a repre

sentative of the 8th Legislature of the Michigan House of Repre
sentative, but due to unforseen circumstances, he died after

only a year in office.

He was only 34 years of age at the time.

Among his other accomplishments Obed was also one of the main

contributors of land to the city.

Part of this land donated

was later given to the Michigan Central Railroad (1848) and
used as a passenger depot.

Elijah Lacey

Like his older brother, Elijah Lacey played a large role

in both the political and economic scene in Niles.

Coming to

the area with his father, he was heavily involved in laying
out the first village plat and building the first sawmill in
the young community.

During the early thirties he was one of

three commissioners who laid out the road leading from Niles

to the Galien River.

In 1835 he was made the township super-
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visor (following the footsteps of his brother) and during the
same year served as a delegate to Michigan's Constitutional
Convention in 1835.

Politically speaking, this individual took
o

an active role in leading the community.

Economically, Elijah Lacey wasn't doing too badly either.

In 1831, before too many settlers had arrived, he had all of
the lands south of Main Street in the town deeded over to him.

He, like his brother, was a promoter of the Broadway Bridge,
which more easily facilitated new settlers to the area, and in
1837 co-founded with Obed the Dowagiac Hydraulic Company, one
of the first industries in the village.

Throughout the next

several decades before his death, much of the land south of

Main Street was taken up by other persons, presumably sold by

Elijah, so that on a financial basis Elijah was more than sound.

During the l840's and 50's Lacey continued his busy car

eer in the limelight.

During 1840 and 1841, and then again

in 1861 he was a member of the state senate, and in 1859 served

as mayor of the city of Niles.

In 1850 he and his sone David,

along with another fellow businessman, Jacob Geltmacher, built
the Depot Mills, as they later were to be known, which proved
successful during Elijah's lifetime, although were later dis

mantled in 1875.

Elijah Lacey's death in 1862 ended the career of one of
Niles' foremost leading citizens.

Following in the footsteps

of his father and brother, his contributions to the town were

numerous and his positions many and varied.

The fact that he
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at one time owned a large portion of present day Niles adds
credibility to the Lacey's obvious wealth.

His death, as we

shall see, didn't end the Lacey story in Niles, as Elijah's
four sons continued to place their mark upon the city.

David Lacey

This individual was the son of Elijah Lacey, and co-founder

and builder of the Depot Mills in 1850.

The story of this par

ticular flouring mill was not entirely a success story, however,

as in 1863, a year after his father's death, Jacob Geltmacher
sold out his share of the business to buy interest in another

mill.

William K. Lacey, David's brother, soon bought into the

business which they ran jointly until 1871 when they bought
out the Volant Mill (built 1847) from James Hale.

For a few

years they maintained both of these mills in operation, but in

1875, as mentioned, the former of these two was closed down,
and the equipment moved to the Volant Mill.

Solon & Granville Lacey

The other half of Elijah Lacey's sons, Solon and Granville
Lacey were noted for their roles in the coopering business.
They are listed as one of the top Industrialists in the town

for 1880, employing 25 and having an annual product value of
$30,000 during that year (see table, "Top Ten Industrialists,
1880").

Although little more has been found concerning these

individuals, their role in the community, at least from a busi
ness aspect, was quite strong.
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Jacob Geltmacher

A native of Virginia, Jacob Geltmacher came to Niles in

1836 whereupon he went immediately into the flouring mill busi
ness, and was a proprietor until his death.

Geltmacher was a

co-founder and builder of the Depot Mills, which he sold out

from in late 1863 to purchase interest in the Dacota Mills,

where again, he was proprietor.

He served as mayor of the city

in 1867.

Elijah Murray

This Individual came to Niles in 1850, and by 1852 was engaged

in the wagon making business.

At one time he employed 45 men

in this trade, and turned out over $100,000 worth of work annu

ally (note:

was not that high in 1880, as shown in the Products

of Industry for that year).

In his later years, Mr. Murray

was involved to a lesser degree in this area, primarily working

In only carriage and wagon repair.

A senior citizen resident

in Niles, Elijah Murray, former top manufacturer, was still
alive and in his eighties in 1903•

12

Marshall

NAME - The town of Marshall is named after Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court, John Marshall, noted for bringing distinction
to the judicial branch of the U.S. government.
First

Settlers

13

1830 - Sidney Ketcham
Noble McKinstry
Calvin Smith

1831 - George Ketcham
I.N.

Hurd

Joseph Beach

John Bertram

Thomas Bendure

Thomas J.

Wheeler
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Much can be said for the founders and early inhabitants

of this community.

During the l830's, Marshall was considered

a boom town and, as one inhabtant noted, "a combined influence
of the Kalamazoo River and the Territorial Road was well illus

trated at Marshall, which for a time somewhat ecclipsed both
Jackson and Kalamazoo."

14

Much of Marshall's early success can be attributed to the
early backers of the town, who advertised the benefits early
on, of living in this new village.

As George Fuller, an early

historian of the state once wrote, "Marshall was largely indebted
for the vigor of its early growth to the superior energy, fore-

sight, and practical wisdom of its promoters."

15

Three of these

top notch promoters or early leaders of the community, as described

by Mr. Fuller, included Sidney Ketchum, originally from western

New York, Reverend John D. Pierce, a native of New Hampshire,
and Isaac E. Crary, a Connectivutt born and raised product.
Although other leaders were to emerge during the later years

of growth, it was to a large extent this trio which did much
for the spiraling town.

Sidney Ketchum

The story of Sidney Ketchum is a biographical sketch of
an individual who came west

and found success

in the

small town.

A turn of events, however, plagued this person, and eventually
saw the demise of a once wealthy estate.

The one time top finan

cier of the prosperous and aspiring community of Marshall would,
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much like his town, fall by the wayside, his death being of
little significance to anyone by this time.

In the autumn of 1830, Sidney Ketchum migrated west from
his home in Peru, New York, and travelled on to the Michigan
Territory.

He proceeded west, like many other early pioneers,

on a tour of discovery, folowing the Washtenaw Trail until he

came upon the intersection of the Rice Creek and the Kalamazoo

River, in the then relatively uninhabited Calhoun County.

Per

ceiving this to be a good locale for a future city (it, like
the location of so many towns, offered an excellent water sup

ply), he bought up several "floating claims" from another per
son who had previously been in the area.
Ketcham returned home after gaining the deeds to the land

but returned the following summer, bringing his wife and chil
dren this time.

One of his first acts after completing his

home was to construct a grist mill in 1832.

This individual

is also to be given credit for helping to build the Methodist
16

church.

Another building constructed by Ketcham was the Mar

shall House, at one time considered to be the finest hotel in
17

the state (outside of Detroit), and built in 1838.

This par

ticular hotel was noted for the daily line of stages which ran

continuously to this point from the mid 30's on until the arri

val of the Michigan Central Railroad in 1846.
In addition to building, Ketcham was indispensible in finan
cial dealings for the early town.

As president of the Bank

of Calhoun County, he was often making trips to and from the
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east to gain loans.

He had many attributes of being a good

leader for the town; noted for his commanding presence, air of

confidence, honesty, and a ready command of the most convincing

language.

He was described by George Fuller, the historian,

as "the mighty moving power of all financial matters of that

early period."

19

In addition, Ketcham was involved as a com

mittee member to collect funds for the Michigan College, and was

successful in getting the school open.

Other factors, however,

resulted in the school's early closing (see chapter 5).

Unfortunately, the Panic of 1837 (following the 1836 Spe
cie Circular by Andrew Jackson), which didn't hit Michigan until
1839, almost ruined Ketcham financially.

His bank was soon

closed, and he subsequently moved to New York where he was involved
in real estate.

In this area he proved to have problems also,

blowing much of his money in ventures in New York City.

By

the time of his death (16 September 1862), Sidney Ketcham was
a relatively poor individual.

George Ketcham

The brother of Sidney, George Ketcham followed suit with

his relation by coming to Marshall in the spring of 1831.

He

is credited with building the first sawmill in town on Rice

Creek, which was operational by September, 1831.

Due to this,

settlers in the area finally could put floors on their cabins,

doors, and normal roofs to their homes.

20

Later, this indivi

dual moved to California where he was involved in the mining
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field.

Prior to his arrival in Marshall, he was a contractor

on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

He died in Sonoma, Califor

nia on 29 June 1853.

Isaac E.

Crary

Noted as being an early inhabitant of the city (arriving
in 1832), Isaac Crary was originally from Connecticutt, where
he was born in 1804.

A graduate of Trinity College, Crary served

in the territorial militia, in which he later became a general.
He is best known as the founder of the public school system in

Michigan, of which he played an active role soon after arriving
in Michigan.

Crary was chosen a member of the Constitutional

Convention of 1835, and served as the chairman of the Committee
of Education.

While in this position he drew up, reported,

and secured an article on education which later became Article
21

X of the state constitution of 1835.
Isaac Crary was soon elected the first representative from

Michigan, a non-voting position (since Michigan was not yet a
state) in Congress, where he was allowed to sit in an advisory
role.

In 1842 he was a member of the first board of regents

for the state university, and guided it along during its early

years.

He was also a leading member and chairman of the com

mittee on the judiciary department of the Constitutional Con22

vention of 1850.

So, one might ask, "Well what did he do for Marshall?",
and incredibly enough, Isaac Crary did find time during his
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busy schedule to support his home town.

As an early settler

to the community, Crary was one of the town's early promoters,

and pushed for the formation of a union school in Marshall, which,
onee built, was one of the first graded schools in the state.
Reverend John D.

23

Pierce

Another early inhabitant of Marshall, and believed to only
the second congregational minister in the state, Reverend John
D. Pierce played an active role both in Marshall's development
and with the education scene in Michigan.

24

Born in New Hamp

shire in 1797, he was a graduate of Brown University (1822)
and studied theology at Princeton, where he became licensed

to preach, and did so for a while at Sangerfield, New York.

Coming west, and arriving in Marshall in early 1832, his wife
was one of the many persons in the town to be stricken that

year by the cholera epidemic, but, fortunately, wasn't fatal
(unlike many in the town) for her.

Pierce managed to establish

a church In the town by the next year, and became one of the
spirtual leaders early on in its history.

Although he is best known for his role as the Superinten
dent of Public Instruction for the state, and as father of the

Homestead Exemption Law, he soon confronted a situation where

had to decide upon the interests of the state over that of his
community.

As an early supporter of the Michigan College in Marshall
during 1835, he, along with Sidney Ketcham and others, were
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successful in raising funds for the institution.

When, however,

he was selected as the Superintendent of Public Instruction the

following year, he opposed granting the school a charter because

of the fact that it was a denominational college, and would
detract from the success of the statewide system of education,
a plan which is accredited to both Pierce and Crary for its

design.

25

He was able to convince many of Marshall's citizens

of the disadvantages of opening the denominational college,
and soon a petition of remonstrance against granting the school
a charter was drawn up, with signatures of 205 of Marshall's

citizens.

Although a charter was eventually granted the school,

many of the community's leading citizens opposed it, and was
part of the cause for the cosing of the institution by the early

1840's.26
Still, the efforts of Pierce, Crary, and other early inhab

itants were to make Marshall a boom town during the l830's.
By the time Michigan became a state, Marshall was ranked 7th
27

among the state's cities in order of size.

Many considered

it to be the future capital of the state (an area chosen in
the upper village as the site for the capital is still known
28

as capital hill

) and at one time (1836) the town was considered

to be the largest (with the exception of Ann Arbor) between
Detroit and Chicago.

Thomas W.

29

Wells

This individual came west to Marshall in 1836 to work on
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a farm.

He was to become prominent, however, not as a farmer

but as the Commissioner of Internal Improvement for the state,

a position he held from 8 April 1842 to 8 April 1844.

He was

responsible during his administration for the surveying of the
Michigan Central Railroad, the Michigan Southern Railroad, and
the Clinton & Kalamazoo Canal.

He was also in charge of improve

ments upon the Grand and Maple Rivers, and of construction of
the Saginaw Canal, the canal around the rapids of Grand River
at Grand Rapids, the Detroit and Grand River Road, and naviga

tion improvements upon the Kalamazoo and St. Joseph Rivers (note:
many of these operations were note entirely successful, parti
cularly the canal building.

See chapter 3).

Although due to

falling health he was forced to resign from office after only
two years he did, during his term, see the Michigan Central
extended from Dexter to Jackson, and nearly completed to Mar

shall before his death on 22 February, 1845.

Charles T.

Gorham

One of the top financiers of the town following Sidney

Ketcham, the story of Charles T. Gorham proved to be a more

successful one, as this individual gained national prominence

in polities during his later years.

He served as one of Marshall's

leading citizens for many years, and coninued the reputation
this community developed for producing notable political leaders.

Born on 29 May 1812, Gorham didn't come west until 1836,
when he settled in the growing community of Marshall. During
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the first four years here, he engaged in the mercantile trade
with CM. Brewer and later opened his own private bank.

This

operation proved successful, as in 1865 it was incorporated into
a Naional Bank, of which he was since president.

As of the

1880's Gorham was the oldest banker in the state west of Detroit.

His other notable accomplishments include his commission

ing as a Major General over one of three divisions comprising
the state militia.

He was one of the first founders of the

republican party, and was elected to the state senate from this

party in 1859.

During President Grant's administration he served

as Assistant Secretary of the Interior under Secretary Chandler
from 1876 to 1877.

Battle

Creek

NAME - The town of Battle Creek was named, not after an indi

vidual, but after the stream which runs into the Kalamazoo River
at this spot.

It acquired this name when surveyors had problems

with Indians who didn't want trees blazed or stakes put into

the ground.30
First

Settlers

1831 - Sands McCamley

Isaac Thomas

George Redfleld

John Stewart

Daniel Thomas
Jonathan Thomas

Josiah Goddard

1832 - Samuel Convls
Rosewell Crane
Moses Hall

John Conway
Polydore Hudson
Langley Brothers

1833 - Nathaniel Barley
Ezra Convis

Sands McCamley

One of the first settlers in the community, Sands McCamley

came to the area in 1831 but didn't settle in the future city
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until the following year.

In 1834 he hired 34 men to build

the first sawmill in the new town.

This individual was consi-

dered a man of sound judgement and quick perception.

31

In 1835

he was elected to the state senate and served as the first judge

in the area just prior to that time.

He was also one of the

first settlers to send his children to the new school after it

was built in 1834.

Although Battle Creek had its early leaders, it wasn't
until late in the century that the town actually laid its claim

to prominence.

Part of the city's rapid development during

the late part of the century can be attributed to the efforts
of several members of a well known name associated with this

town, that being of course the Kellogg family.

Dr. John Harvey Kellogg

Noted today primarily as the older brother and former employer
of W.K. Kellogg, during the 19th century it was John Kellogg
and not his brother who was the better known of the two, and

through his efforts in the medical field Battle Creek became
known as a "health city", from literature to a health care insti
tution and the development of health foods.

Born in 1852, John was raised in the village of Battle

Creek, at that time under a dominant 7th Day Adventist influ
ence.

He grew up and was educated in Battle Creek, but having

a yearn for the medical profession, had to leave the town in
order to continue his formal schooling, moving to New York where
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he attended Bellevue Hospital during the early l880's, and received
his doctorate in 1876.

That same year he returned to his home

town and, at age 24, assumed the job of Physician-In-Chief (Super
intendent) of the Battle Creek Sanatorium, a position he maintained through into the 1920's.

32

Although he had only 12 patients when started, Dr. Kel

logg built up this Seventh Day Adventist project until, by the

1890's, it was a nationally recognized health institution.
One of the first developments he introduced was to reorganize
the establishment so that patients could have the advantage

of many new methods of treatment which included scientific feed
ing, massage, the application of electricity, baths, and other

similar measures.

His major objective was to "add to the ordi

nary hospital all the recently developed resources of physiolofical medicine, plus optimum diet, and scientific nutrition.

33

Dr. Kellogg was also responsible for placing into the English

language the word "sanitarium", which today generally carries
with it a rather negative connotation, but at that time was

a word made up by Kellogg to replace the word "santorium", defined
as "a health resort for invalid soldiers."

The new word couldn't

have been too unpopular, for the Battle Creek Sanitarium (as
it was then known) grew considerably, and housed several hun
dred patients by the turn of the century, many of whom were

fairly famous.

As Kellogg put it, "the new policies of the

hospital demanded a new name."
And, indeed, to many this was by one of the many innovative
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changes and ideas which Dr. Kellogg came up with.

To many of

his associates, this individual was well ahead of his time.

Several of his fellow workers described the doctor talking about
practices not considered for many decades.

Kellogg spoke of

the harmful effects of tobacco before the turn of the century
and prescribed for his patients the counting of calories.

^4

In addition, the doctor was responsible for establishing
over thirty companies and publications over a fifty year period
in the city of Battle Creek which not only stimulated the econ

omy of the town but most definitely provided jobs.

They included:

Businesses

Michigan Sanitarium and Benevoent Association, Sanitary
Supply Company, Sanitarium Health Food Company, Battle Creek
Health Food Company, Sanitarium Food Company, American Health
and Temperance Association, Good Health Publishing Association,
Sanitus Nut Food Company Ltd., Sanitus Food Company, Modern
Medicine Publishing Company, Modern Medicine Company, Race Berterment Foundation, Social Purity Association, Battle Creek
Food Company, Kellogg Food Company, Noko Company, Electric Light
Bath Company, Rice Flake and Biscuit Company.
Publications

Health and Temperance Beacon, Modern Medicine Journal,
Bacteriological World, Modern Medicine and Bacteriological
World, Health Reformer
Educational Institutions

School of Home Economics*, Sanitarium Training School For
Nurses*, Battle Creek Sanitarium School of Physical Culture*.
Other Institutions

Haskell Orphan Home, James White Memorial Home.

Although his brother was to later become famous as the

*note:

College.

these schools later combined to become Battle Creek

35
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"cereal king", Dr. John Kellogg himself stands as one of the most
influential and important persons in the history of this city.

Will Keith Kellogg

Like his brother, W.K. Kellogg was a Battle Creek product.

Born (7 April i860) and raised in this city, he worked in his
father's broom factory as a boy, and later became a broom sales

man during his teens.

A graduate of Parson's Business School

in Kalamazoo, he began working for the Battle Creek Sanitarium

under his brother in 1880, where he continued until after the
turn of the century.

Kellogg's main contribution to the city of Battle Creek

during this period (pre 1900) was as the business manager of

the institution.

In this capacity he served as the true "work

ing force" behind Dr. Kellogg in running the sanitarium and
other enterprises of Dr. Kellogg.

He was given much credit

for putting the sanitarium back on its feet following the fire
of 1902.

During the year 1894 W.K. and Dr. Kellogg experimented and
discoved corn flakes, a health food product which was served

at the sanitarium to patients.

This health food soon became

known and very popular; so much so that many imitations of these
flakes were soon developed by individuals in an effort to sell

the product on the open market.

The beginning of the "cereal

boom" in Battle Creek came about during these years just prior
to the turn of the century and into the next.
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As many as 42 of these companies were to exist in Battle
Creek (at one time) during this period.

W.K. Kellogg would,

during the early 1900's perfect his flake and market it success
fully as a breakfast food.

He would later become famous as

the "cereal King", and the name Kellogg's would become synony
mous with cereal as well as the city of Battle Creek.

Jackson

NAME - The town of Jackson was named after the current presi
dent at that time, Andrew Jackson.
It was originally known
as Jacksonburgh but later was shortened to the current usage.
First

Settlers

1829 - Horace Blackman

Dr. Benjamin Packard

Russel Blackman

James

Isaah Bennett

Captain Alexander Laverty

Cleland

John Daniels
Samuel Roberts

Moses Allen

1830 - Lemual Blackman & Family (11)
William Thompson

The Blackman Family

Truly, the Blackmans were the first pioneers in the area
to conceive of building a town at the present site of Jackson.

In June, 1829 Lemual Blackman with his son, Horace, came to
Michigan from New York to check out the land.

A suitable

spot was found along the Grand River for which they would bring
their family.

Although Lemual was taken ill and forced to

return to Ann Arbor, and then home, Horace stayed on and was

soon accompanied by his older brother Russell.

Together,

the two of then constructed the first cabin in the area during

that year.
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Russell was noted for securing the Territorial Road through

this town, which brought many new peoneers.

During 1830 he

was an assistant to Jonathan F. Stratton, the surveyor, and

together they planned out the road to Jackson, and from there
to Kalamazoo County.

37

Lemual Blackman again returned to the area in 1830, bring
ing with him his family this trip, and constructed their home
in this area over the summer months.

Blackman originally was

a lumberman turned farmer, born near Windsor, Connecticutt

in 1772, the youngest of ten children.

He was 58 years of

age when he settled in Jackson, bringing eight of his ten
children with him.

In 1830 Blackman built the first public

tavern in the village, which became the stopping off point

for many travellers until 1837, when it burned down.

His

daughter taught the first school in their home, beginning in
1831, which continued for several years until the first log
schoolhouse was built.

In August, 1834 Lemual Blackman was stricken with mala
rial fever, a disease quite common among peoneer towns during
the 19th century.

Just as he was getting over it in October

he was caught in a rainstorm on his way to Detroit and came
down with pneumonia, which did him in.

It was not a very

fitting ending for one who was associated with the founding
of a future metropolis, but like so many settlers of the time
was not an uncommon death.
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Dr.

Benjamin Packard

This pioneer came to Jacksonburgh in the fall of 1829
from Ann Arbor with eight other land seekers.

He located the

land along the Grand River where the first sawmill was built,
and also during that year surveyed and located a tract of land
next to the Blackmans, where he himself settled.

During the

winter of 1829 - 1830, he travelled to Detroit and secured
the appointment of three commissioners who came to Jackson
and struck the stake for the court house, which was on Pack
ard's land.

Packard then prceeded to draw up the first map

of the would-be city which he took to the Register's office.
He also sent out handbills offering to set aside ten acres

for the future capital of the state.

Unfortunately the map

was lost and the capital eventually placed in Lansing (1847),
but credit should be given to this man for trying to upgrade his
town.
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William D.

Thompson

Another early inhabitant of the new town, William Thomp

son, was also one of the first businessmen in the community.
Originally from Batavia, New York, Thompson came to Jackson

in the fall of 1830 and opened a boot and shoe store which,

by 1834, was successful enough that a new store was built
and occupied on the south side of Main Street.

Thompson later

became the sole proprieter of the Jackson City Bank and later
the treasurer of the Jackson, Lansing, and Saginaw Railroad
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soon after its completion (1866).

William Thompson was also noted for holding number of

positions for the city, county, and railroads upon their arri
val.

During his lifetime he was township clerk, county clerk,

deputy postmaster, and was a member of the school board.
He also was appointed freight agent of the Michigan Central

Railroad when it was completed to Jackson in l84l.

Although

his actual effect on Jackson's growth and development might

be questioned, he was one of the top leaders of the aspiring
39
village.

Thompson also served as the commissioner in charge of
the Central during its early construction.

Even with the

failure of the Michigan State Bank in 1839, through his efforts,
construction on this line was continued and opened the road
40

between Ypsilantl and Detroit in October, 1839.
Daniel Hibbard

Daniel Hibbard didn't make his arrival to Jackson until

1835 but almost immediately became very interested in the stage
lines and mail routs from Jackson.

He soon became proprie

tor of "Hibbard*s Stage Line", a line which ran westward to
Albion and east to Detroit.

Hibbard was very active with the

railroad, being the first to engage in the building of the

Jackson, Lansing, and Saginaw Railroad (1866), and, for a
while, was one of its directors.

Among his other accomplishments to the city, Daniel built
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the "Hibbard House", one of the leading hotels in the state.
He was one of the largest property owners in the city, and

engaged in many businesses, to include the Jackson Foundry
and Machine Shop, and the Jackson Rolling Mills.

Hibbard

was also one of the principle stockholders of the People's
National Bank, and was vice president for a short time.

Known

as a big horse breeder in the area, this individual also served

as the mayor of Jackson in 1865.
Henry B.

Lathrop

Mr. Lathrop, a long time resident of Jackson, is credited

with influencing the state to locate the main government prison
in Jackson in 1837.

Originally from Buffalo, New York, Lathrop

came to Jackson, where he built a large stone warehouse and
the first city prison.

He saw Jackson as the perfect spot

for a prison, as the quality of stone in the area was first
class for that purpose.

He offered to donate 20 acres of land

for a prison grounds, and guaranteed to furnish water and
provide good drainage if the state would pick Jackson as the
location of the prison.

His major arguement was that the

location was far more centralized in the state than Detroit

and would better facilitate the transportation of prisoners

than Detroit.

As it turned out, the state agreed with him,

and Jackson State Prison today is located on land formerly
belonging to this man.

Lathrop was also noted for influencing governor elect
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Woodbridge, a fellow Whig, to continue construction on the

Michigan Central Line in 1839 when Whig promises during the
campaign that year called for the suspention of further con
struction on the lines.

Lathrop argued that flour production

in the county would benefit Detroit, rather than Toledo (where
much flour was being sent due to the Erie & Kalamazoo Rail

road, which was complete from Toledo to Clinton, only 28 miles
41

from Jackson), with the completion of the line to the city.

Joseph Beebe

Orininally from Smithboro, New York, Joseph Beebe came

to Jackson in 1842 and began the manufacture of wagons at

the newly built state prison.

By contracting the labor of

80 inmates for 50$ a day, he and his two brothers (who also
came to Jackson with Joseph) perfected their plant and began

manufacturing the "Jackson Wagon".

The executive board at

the plant looked like so:
Joseph Beebe
General Manager
Thomas Beebe

Purchaser of Supplies

Calvin Beebe

Superintendent of
Practical Work

Although the business proved relatively successful, the

Beeb's sold out to Davis, Austin, & Tomlinson (see Top Ten
Industrialists, i860 and 1880) in 1852, Joseph becoming involved
in the church and local affairs.

He was one of the main con

tributors to the new Congregational Church and was an active

supporter of the Republican Party (which was formed in Jackson
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in 1854), being a staunch abolitionist.

During the l850's

he served as a city legislator, and was Probate Judge from

i860 to 1864, just shortly before his death.
Kalamazoo

NAME -

The town of Kalamazoo was derived from an Indian name

which described the river at this point.

Interpretations

of this word have included "boiling pot, bright sparkling
water, boiling water, the mirage of the reflecting river",

and others. 2 Originally, the name of the town was Bronson,
named after the founder, but was changed to the current usage

in 1836.
First Settlers
Bazel Harrison

1829 - Titus Bronson

by 1832 - William Harris
Hosea B. Huston
Anthony Cooley
Marcus

Hounsom

Cyrus Burdick

Stephen Vickery
Lucious Lyon
Stephens Hoyt
Nathan Harrison

Thomas Shelton

Titus Bronson

• The present city of Kalamazoo owes much to the foresight

of its founder and early proprietor, Titus Bronson, who was
responsible for laying out what was to be one of the most
successful towns in Michigan.

Although he stayed in the area

little more than seven years, Bronson's efforts were very evi

dent, as during his stay the future city became the county

seat (1831), the home of the first post office in the area
(1832), the site of the only land office in southwestern Mich

igan (1834), and one of the chosen locations for a literary
institute (1833).
Bronson was born in Connecticutt, near Middleville, in
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1788.

Prior to his work as a city founder, he occupied him

self in growing potatoes.

In 1818 he came to Ohio where he

was relatively successful in this occupation, and soon acquired
the nickname "Potato Bronson".
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Being a restless individual,

he could never stay in one place for very long, and continued
to migrate from town to town, eventually reaching Ann Arbor
in 1824.

In June, 1829, Bronson moved westward, following the
route of the Washtenaw Trail until reaching a suitable location

near a Tottawatomi camping grounds.

Prior to his arrival,

Bazel Harrison had come to the area and a fur trading post

was set up among the Indians.

It was here, Bronson deter

mined, to build his future city, and during the summer months
constucted one of the first log cabins in the area.

During the next several years many new settlers arrived
in the area.

Bronson during this time worked to promote his

community, and for a while had a rivalry with Horace H. Corn-

stock to gain the location of the county seat for the village

and in the end (1831) Bronson won out, as the village of Bron
son was named the county seat by Lewis Cass.

It was also dur

ing 1831 that Bronson set apart and staked out land for a
future courthouse, jail, an academy, cemetery, and four church
44
groups.

To many of the early settlers in Bronson, the founding
father was considered a strange and unstable character.

He

was apparently eccentric in some ways, as he hated drinking,
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and denounced those who did.

He also disliked politicians

and regularly paid them some rather uncomplimentary remarks.
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Jesse Turner, an early pioneer of the area, described Bronson

as a"nervous and excitable chap among his other oddities".
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Many scoffed at Bronson for statements he made about the
town.

These persons said that his dreams would never be real

ized, including his statement, "In twenty years from this
time you will see a large city here, and you will be able to

go to and from Detroit in one day by railroad cars."

47

Bronson

was, however, right in his assumptions, as the town did grow,

and by 1846, seventeen years after his arrival, the Michigan
Central reached Kalamazoo.

Still, Bronson's oddities caused him to accumulate several

enemies during these early years.

It wasn't until 1836 that

things finally came to a head, however.

During the early

I83O's, General Burdick, Lucious Lyon, and Thomas Shelton
became joint proprietors of the town with Bronson, purchasing
part of the interest from him.

Due to his peculiarities and

supposid lack of enterprise these early leaders soon became

impatient with Bronson, and during that particular year pro
cured the passage of an act changing the name of the village

from Bronson to Kalamazoo.
act

that he

sold out

Island, Illinois.

Bronson was so grieved by this

interest

to the

three

and moved to Rock

48

As a follow up on this individual, Bronson soon moved
from Illinois to Davenport, Iowa, where he farmed for a num-
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ber of years,

he was cheated out of his property by "land

sharks" in 1842, and soon after his wife died.

He finally

moved back east to Connecticutt to live with some ralatives,

where he resided until his death in 1853, at age 65.

On his

headstone in the cemetary near his home in Connecticutt is

written the following:

"A Western Pioneer, Returned to Sleep

With His Fathers", a valid statement to describe one of the
true leaders in Kalamazoo's history.

Theodore P.

Sheldon

This individual was another of the city's first occupants.

T.P., as he was known, was noted as one of the foremost bankers
of the village, coming to the area originally with the land

office as chief clerk.

In 1844 he opened a private bank,

when the branch of the Bank Of Michigan closed.

Among his

contributions to the city Sheldon was one of the founders

of St. Lukes Episcopal Church in 1837, and one of the primary
backers of the Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo Plank Road Company

in 1850.

Thomas W.

Merrill

This individual is credited, along with Caleb Eldred,
with founding the Michigan & Huron Institute, later to become
Kalamazoo College.

A baptist missionary, Merrill originally

opened a classical school in Ann Arbor in 1829, but due to
problems there, soon moved to Kalamazoo where he was more

successful.

Merrill was able to gain financial help from
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the Baptist Church in the east to construct the first build

ing.
Dr.

He died in 1882.
J.A.B.

and Mrs.

Lucinda Hillsdale Stone

This couple were two of the most popular educators of
their time, and the services they performed for the community

are worth mentioning.

The couple came to Kalamazoo in 1843,

Dr. Stone originally from Massachusetts (born in 1809) while
Mrs. Stone was a native of Vermont (born in l8l4) and a gradu
ate of a female seminary in the east.*

During this year Dr.

Stone assumed the role as president of the Michigan & Huron
Institute while Mrs.

Stone became as assistant teacher at

the Institute and was soon made head of the "female depart
ment" there.

Although resigning from the school in November, 1863,
this couple held several accomplishments to their credit.
Dr. Stone, in addition to his position as president, was the

minister of the Baptist Church, and during his tenure at the
school was instrumental in gaining a change in its charter,

allowing the institution to grant degrees, making way for the
transition from Institute to the Kalamazoo College by the late

l850's.

Mrs. Stone played a major role in forming the Ladies

Library Association, which was started in 1852, the oldest
in Michigan, and only the third oldest in the nation.

*note:

couple was married in 1840.
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Paulus DenBleyker

One of the leaders of the Dutch movement to Kalamazoo,

Paulus DenBleyker was also one of the financial leaders of the

community.

Born in south Holland on 23 December 1804, he was

orphanned at only nine years of age.

He received a common

school education before being conscripted into the army where

he spent nine years and obtained the rank of sergeant major.

DenBleyker came to the U.S. In 1850, leading a group
of twenty seven Dutch to the Kalamazoo area.

The initial

arrival of these Dutch immigrants was not overly appreciated,

however, by residing Kalamazooans, as many had contracted
cholera on the trip over, eight of which died after reaching

the city.

50

Soon Paulus acquired the nickname of the "Dutch

Governor" after purchasing (for $12,000 in gold) the residence
of Ephraditus Ransom, who was at that time governor of the
state.

His main contributions to the area included the build

ing of a lumber mill and sawmill for his fellow Dutch in Hol

land, Michigan, as until that time they were without one,
and a sawmill in Kalamazoo, all of which were built during

the 1850's.

51

Although he died on 8 April 1872, the latter

mill, which was then run by his son, Dimmen, proved relatively

successful, as by 1880 a reported 54 persons were employed
there.

Benjamin F.

Lyon

This person is noted as the founder of the first paper
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mill in Kalamazoo, which later bacame a notable city in an
area known for its production of paper.

Lyon came to Kala

mazoo from Fitchburg, Massachusetts, where he had been a paper

manufacturer, and was one of the main thrusts behind the build

ing of the Kalamazoo Paper Company in 1866.

He knew his busi

ness well and inspired confidence amongst Kalamazooans who

had capital to invest, the mill being completed and opera

tional by 1866.

Later Lyon built another mill at Plainwell.

53

Samuel Gibson

Another individual associated with the paper industry,

and did much for its growth in the area was Samuel Gibson.

Gibson, who was born in 1835, came to Kalamazoo during the
late l860's and took over control of the only paper mill,
54
which almost immediately began to prosper.

He continued

in this capacity until his death in 1899, but was noted pri
marily as the trainer of men who would later become impor
tant leaders of paper mills in western Michigan.

They include

the following persons:
Name

Mill

George E. Bardeen
Noah Bryant
Frank Milham

John F. King
Walter S. Hodges

William E.

Bardeen Paper Company
Bryant Paper Company
Bryant Paper Company
King & Rex Paper Mills
Superior & Watervleit
Paper Mills

City

Otsego
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Watervleit

Upjohn

William Upjohn, a doctor, was the son of a doctor (Uriah
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Upjohn) as well.

He began his practice of medicine in 1836

after attending the University of Michigan for his doctoral
degree and residing in Hastings for a while.

Even though an

established physician in Kalamazoo, Upjohn was also an inven

tor, designing the self tying knot, which he sold to Cyrus
McCormick, the inventor of the reaper.

He also came up with

the "friable pill" which could more easily be absorbed by the
body, as it wasn't as hard as pills made prior to that time.
He and his brother, Dr.

Henry Upjohn, began a business of mak

ing these pills in Kalamazoo, which grew and grew until the

Upjohn Company became well known nationwide for their line
of pharmaceutical^.
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Conclusion

Why did these towns change?

and develop as they did?

What caused them to grow

Why didn't they grow more?

Hope

fully questions such as these plus many others have been answered
by this study.

As has been shown, there were several factors

which seem to have been of some influence to the settlement

of these cities; some playing a more vital role in their growth,
while others were of somewhat less significance.

The impor

tance of a thesis such as this is more than just a partial
history of Jackson, Marshall, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, and
Niles; it is the realization and discovery of factors which

affected many Michigan, and what's more, many western Ameri
can towns.

First it took founders to start the settlements; those

individuals which had the foresight to see the potential of

a future city.

With their guidance, support, and promotion

these newly created communities had a chance for survival.
Other leading individuals later came along to the towns, esta

blishing businesses, industry, and made their contributions
which enhanced the arrival of other people.
Secondly, the town required the building and improvement
of transportation facilities into the community.

These facil

ities served basically two purposes; first to allow people
to travel to and from the area, and secondly, to permit market

able goods to move to and from the cities, which was very
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important to the rise of business and industry.

Later, with

the improvement of these modes of travel, came the Increase
of both goods and people to and through the cities.

Thirdly, the rise of manufacturing and industry was ano
ther factor which drew upon more individuals to come to the

city.

The establishment and expansion of industry created

new jobs, which in turn opened up positions for new people

to come Into the city and make a livelihood.
Another kinectic

factor was

introduction of educational

facilities, and more particularly, the establishment of insti
tutions of higher learning.

The schools attracted many stu

dents from the surrounding region to the town and provided
jobs for teachers and staff of these institutions.

These

schools also brought, in addition to quantity, a quality not

before experience in the new towns, which in many cases became
the cultural centers of the area.

They were responsible for

attracting potential future leaders to the town where they

developed and expanded upon their overall knowledge.
There were, additionally, many other possible factors

for growth of the city such as the town's location, religious
activity, internal improvements, natural disasters, as well
as the location of governmental seats and offices.
events had their repercussions on individual cities.

National
Such

occurances as the opening of the Erie Canal (1825), the Issu
ance of the Specie Circular (1836), the formation of the Repub

lican Party (1854), and the Civil War (l86l - 1865) all had
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an effect

on one or more of these towns.

Although a lack on one or more of these factors didn't
necessarily mean the demise of a town, they seem to be good
indicators of the relative

success of the town.

Cities

like

Marshall and Niles, two well established cities, did not seem
to be able to draw many large industries to their towns, and

subsequently never developed to their fullest potential.
Two early communities, that of Verona, in Calhoun County,
and Millport, in Kalamazoo County, were not able to bring
any well established transportation facilities through their
areas, much to the dismay of their promoters, and soon faded

out of the picture.

To look at Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, and Jackson is to see

three relatively successful towns.
bigger than they did?
Rapids and Detroit?

Yet, why didn't they grow

Why didn't they keep up with Grand
Was the fact that they were all located

along the Michigan Central Railroad in close proximity a limit
ing factor?

Yet, it was shown that their populations contin

ued to increase throughout the period of the 19th century,
and that these cities remained in the top ten in the state
for many years.

From this we can see and attempt to answer why these
towns changed, and how they were structured.

Surely a study

such as this is far from foolproof, but It has been shown
that

certain factors did seem to influence the

igan during their formative years.

cities

in Mich
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